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PANEL DIAL TRAFFIC LAYOUTS

INTRODUCTION

The preceding course in Panel Dial Telephony presented
a description of the apparatus and frames comprising the Panel
Dial System and of the method$ used In completing calls from Dial
to Dial, from Dial to Manual and from Manual to Dial subscribers .
In general, the description covered only that equipment involved
in the completion of one call, little consideration being given
to the fact that many calls of a varied nature must be in progress
at the same time . It is the purpose of this course to describe the
various practices in the arrangement of apparatus on the frames,
the arrangement of frames in the central office and the grouping of
lines and trunks necessary to satisfactorily meet a variety of
traffic conditions . Not only will the various traffic possibili-
ties of units of equipment be described, but an actual application
of one or more methods to a recent panel office will be studied .

N any improvements have been made in Panel equipment since
its original introduction into the Bell System and as a result the
various existing offices may be grouped into several distinct
types . Experience in the field with the final selector circuit used
prior to 1929 had share the desirability of improving the terminal
hunting circuit and of obtaining greater margins for. circuit opera-
tion. In redesigning the final selector circuit to accomplish this,
it was found that the best results could be obtained by employing
battery instead of ground on the sleeve lead through the winding of
the cutoff relay in the subscriber line circuit .

In order to distinguish between the new arrangement and
the arrangement previously used, equipment designed for battery on
the sleeve became 1 own as "Battery Cutoff Relay Equipment, " and
the earlier type as "Ground Cutoff Relay Equipment . "

Co-incident with the development of Battery Cutoff Relay
equipment, the panel "B" Switchboard was completely redesigned to
provide for call distribution which increased the efficiency of the
"B" operators by distributing evenly the incoming traffic over the
occupied positions .

As there were also other changes made in panel equipment
in addition to those outlined above, a distinctly new type of panel
office resulted . In fact, the differences are so marked that it is
not possible t . furnish Battery Cutoff mechanical equipment to com-
plete a partial 10,000 line ground cutoff unit, Ground cutoff
equipment, frequently of a later type than the original, must be
furnished.
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While this text will cover only the present standard Battery
on the Cutoff Relay equipment, many problems arise in connection with the
introduction of the new equipment into buildings where units of the
Ground Cutoff type equipment are now in service . For this reason, and
because of the fact that Ground Cutoff type equipment is frequently
ordered for additions to existing offices of this type, the outline on
page 2 of the various types of panel dial equipment is included as a
matter of general information .

This text has been issued as study material on the Panel
System and should not be used for any other purpose . Revised issues of
this text will appear when important changes in the system make revision
necessary .
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MAIN & INTERMEDIATE DISTRIBUTING FRAMES AND SUBSCRIBERS LINES

Main Distribution Frame

The telephone lines from instruments at the subscriber 'e pre-
mises enter the central office in lead covered cables through a cable
vault and terminate on protectors on the vertical aide of the main dis-

tributing frame (VMDF). When a separate protector frame is not furnish-
ed, the entire vertical side of the MDF is used for mounting protectors,

on which all subscribers lines and trunks terminate . Since interoffice
trunks are usually run entirely underground and do not require the same
protection as line circuits, they may terminate on dummy protectors .

On the horizontal side of the Main Distributing Frame (HMDF)
are mounted terminal, strips used for terminating switchboard cable from
various equipment within the central office . Those circuits entering or
leaving the office are cross connected by means of jumpers from the
terminal strips to the proper protectors on the VMDF . There is thus
provided a means of flexibility in connecting any outside cable pair to
any circuit within the office .

As several central offices may be located in the same building
and terminated, for flexibility of trunk assignments on one MDF, this
frame frequently would attain a length greater than the building could
accommodate . There are two methods in general use by means of which the
length of any one MDF may be held within the limits of the building with-
out loss in flexibility . The first method consisted of terminating the
subscribers lines on one MDF (Subs MDF) and the trunks on another MDF
(Trunk 1F) located adjacent and parallel to each other . This method
entailed no lose of flexibility since there is no occasion to cross con-
nect lines to trunks . The second and more recent method employed a
separate protector frame located parallel to the MDF . This protector
frame is equipped with protectors on both sides, each side presenting
the same appearance as the vertical side of an Nom' equipped with pro-
tectors, The MDF used with this protector frame is identical on the
horizontal side with the older type MDF but the verticals on the
vertical side are equipped with terminal strips, each vertical mounting
terminal strips associated with two verticals of protectors . Since one
of these MDF verticals is equivalent to two of the older type, and fur-
ther, since the protector requirements usually determine the amount of
MDF necessary, the effect was to reduce by one-half the length of the

MDF. Some of this saving may be offset by subscriber terminal require-
ments on the horizontal side .

Subscriber numbers, or terminals, from 0 to 9999 of each
central office unit in the building appear on groups of terminal strips
on the horizontal side of the MDF . From these terminals jumper cross-
connections are run to the protectors, thus making possible the connec-
tion of any number to any underground cable pair . This feature is
necessary due to changes in underground cables and to permit a given
subscriber to retain the same telephone number should he move to a dif-
ferent part of the area served by that building, in which case his line
would come in on an entirely different underground cable . From these
HMDF terminal strips, two conductors (Tip) and (Ring) are extended in
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switchboard cable to the horizontal side of the Intermediate distributing
frames serving each central office unit .

The foregoing description- covers the usual practice with respect
to the 10,000 numbers of each unit appearing on the HMDF but in recent
years an alternate standard has been introduced for use in areas having a
large percentage- of party lines . This new method, which is used to the
study job selected for this course, provides for cabling the

	

F terminal
strips to terminal strips of the subscriber lines on the vertical inter-
mediate distributing frame . In party line areas, the total number of
subscriber lines may be appreciably less than the number of working
terminals and, since it is only the subscriber line that leaves the
building, a saving is realized on HMDF terminal strips and cable between
the HMDF and the IDF .

INTERMEDIATE DISTRIBUTING FRAME

The intermediate 'distributing frame (IDF) may, or may not, be
located on the same floor with the MDF . It should be located as near as
possible to the mechanical equipment of the unit which it serves . On
groups of terminal strips on the HIDF, will appear all equipped terminals
of the units served by that IDF . From these terminals, jumper cross
connections are run to the subscriber line circuits terminating on the
VIDE . Means are thus provided to assign any one or more terminals to
any line circuit in a manner to balance the load on the line finders
serving the various groups of lines, and to enable the segregation of
various classes of traffic to the proper line groups . The IDF is also
used as a terminating point and as a point of cross-connection for a
variety of miscellaneous circuits required by the telephone company
traffic and maintenance forces .

A number of arrangements are used at the IDF for connecting
message registers to the message rate subscriber line and for connecting
two or more terminals, or subscribers, to one line circuit . Fig. 1 will
illustrate several typical methods .

Figure -A

This figure shows the line circuit terminating on the VMDF,
cross-connected to the Ate' and cabled to the HIDF where it is extended
thru a three or four wire jumper to the VIDF and cabled to the line cir-
cuit equipment on the line finder frame . The HIDF terminal strip, which
is shown broken, is usually a 7 point terminal strip, the front three
rows of which (not shown on this figure) are strapped to adjacent rows
and to other terminal stripe in order to provide a convenient means of
connecting a large number of unassigned numbers, or terminals, to an
intercepting answering jack at the "A" Board . The three leads, (T),
(R) and (S), to Final Mult are cabled to the multiple banks of the final
frames in groups of 500 numbers to each final choice . The second lead
on the "S" terminal to Check Mult connects at the "A" Board to a check-
ing multiple used by the "A" operator in checking subscriber . numbers on
Toll and Long Distance calls . The lead. to MR rack connects to a message
register located on the message register rack,  one register directly con '
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nected to each equipped terminal from 0 to 9999, the registers being
numbered from 0 up, to agree with the equipped terminals . Figure 4-A
covers the basic connections of subscriber line equipment at the IDF,
other figures differing only with respect to the message register and
party line arrangements .

Figure 4-B

The wiring arrangement shown by this figure is used where a
number of lines in the office will be either coin or flat rate and will
net be connected to message registers . Here, the "M" terminals are

t'bunched" on "M" terminal strips on the HIDF and the message rate
terminals cross-connected to an "M" terminal on the VIDF from which
cables are run to the message registers . In this case, since the re-
gister to terminal connection is variable, instead of fixed, as in
Figure 4-A, the registers are numbered from 1 up . Since, in certain
cases, some of the lines in message rate groups may operate on a flat
rate basis, means must be provided to supply ground to the "M" lead, to
replace the ground thru the message register winding and thus satisfy
the message rate district selector circuit in the registration position .
This ground is permanently connected to the "M" lead by strapping to a
"G" punching on the front row of the "M" terminal strips .

	Figure 4-C

Figure 4-C is essentially the same as Figure 4-B, except that
two rows of terminals on the VIDF have been strapped together and con-
nected to one set of subscriber line equipment . This method provides
two rows on which to connect the jumpers from the terminals on the HIDF
and thus avoid jumper congestion at the VIDF fanning strip . This figure
illustrates the basic feature of a two party line, that is, two
terminals, or numbers, served by a single line circuit .

Figure 5-A

This figure illustrates the further use of the bunching block
principle as applied to a 4 party line, that is, four terminal numbers
on one set of line circuit equipment . Since the panel, dial system is
not arranged to provide; 4 party message rate service, this figure can be
used only on flat rate, or coin lines, and the message register wiring
is omitted .

Figure 4-D

Figure 4-D is essentially the same as Figure 4 •C , except that
it provides for the new alternate standard 01 cabling from the I F to
the VIDE' in offices having a high percentage of party lines

Subscriber Line Circuits

The subscriber line circuit gives the subscriber access to
panel dial central office selecting equipment for originating and ter-
minating calls and provides a means for recording charges on message
rate lines . The Line circuit consists of a line and cutoff relay
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mounted on mounting plates of units on the line finder frame line relay
bay . The message register, which i.e. a part of a message rate line cir-
cuit, is mounted on a separate line message register rack . These re-
sisters are, in fact, message meters having several rove of numbered in-
dicating discs, the numerals on which are visible from the front of the
register . The registers are usually mounted behind glees doors thru
which photographs of the register reading+ may be taken each month . A
comparison of the readings from monthly photographs gives the total
number of message rate calls during the month and, hence, determines the
amount of the message rate subscriber r a monthly bill . Another method of
taking register readings monthly consists of using a 2-gray talking line
between a reader at the MR Rack and a recorder stationed at a desk where
billing records are kept .

Subscriber line circuits are of the following types :

A - Flat rate--Individual--2 Party and 4 Party

A line for which the telephone company charges a fixed or
flat rate per month, regardless of the number of calms made .

B - Coin Box --Individual, 2 Party and 4 Party

A line having a coin box at the subscriber's premises by
means of which one or more coins are collected for each
call made . Coin boxes are of two types, single slot for
private use, and multi-slot for public pay station use .

C - Message Rate . -'Individual and 2 Party

A line having connected to it at all times one or two
message registers which automatically record the completion
of each call originated by the one or two subscribers on the
line .

Party lines of the panel system operate on a terminal per sta-
tion basis, that is, each party on the line has a different number .
For example, the four subscribers on a four party line might have
numbers ouch as 2112, 2655, 14205 and 1673 . Two of these stations or
subscribers are rung over the tip of the line and two over the ring
with either semi-selective or frill selective ringing, as will be ex-
plained later under incoming frames .

The number of line circuits of each class required to ade-
quately serve a given central office area is determined by the telephone
company from calling rate and holding time data . This data is obtained
either from a count of the manual traffic in the area or based on com-
mercial department forecasts for a future period .
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LINE FINDER FRAMES

The line finder frame is one of a chain of frames required in a
panel dial office for handling calls originating in the area served by
the office . The circuit Ls designed to find the calling subscriber's
line in the panel dial office so that a connection can be established be-
tween this line and other subscribers or an operator .

The 400 point line finder frame (i .e . capacity of 1i-00 subscrib-
er lines for ax y given line group) with line unite equipped with eighty
subscriber lines each i.e. the type used for all new installations of panel
link, battery on the cut off relay equipment . When adding equipment to
existing offices it may be necessary to provide line units with a capacity
of 40 lines each, 300 point line finder ox line switch equipment . This
text will cover only the 400 point - line finder frame which is being manu-
factured. on a standard basis .

Line Finder Frame Equipment,

The line finder frame (Fig . 7 ) is commonly composed of a central
bay and one or two line relay bays, depending on the grouping used . The
central bay consists of multiple banks with the associated selector rods,
commutators, clutches, friction roll drive, etc . All ten multiple banks
are provided unless otherwise requested. The selector rods and associated
apparatus are furnished in accordance with the traffic requirements for a
particular line group as determined by the busy hour calling rate and hold-
ing time .

A line relay bay has a capacity of five line units each
_ink of ins and cut-off relays for eighty subscriber lines which terminate
on two multiple b = , an. • - r p circuit apparatus or tripping the
brushes of the associated multiple banks . The number of line units fur-
nished in any line group is governed by the number of lines equipped in
that group . One start circuit unit is required for each line relay bay,
and is mounted at the bottom of the bay. On this unit is mounted the start
circuit apparatus and a set of emergency start and emergency trip circuit
apparatus for use in case the regular circuits are in trouble,

Line Finder Groups,

Different numbers of line finders are required for various
classes of service within an office or for offices serving different areas
such as business or residential . To meet this condition line finder groups
may be arranged with a capacity of 28, 40, 60 or 80 line finders per group .
This is accomplished by using split multiple banks as shown in Figure 7.
The capacities of the different arrangements are shown in the following
table :



A typical floor plan arrangement of line finder frames s showing
the location of line relay bays for 28 and 40 line capacities is shown in
Figure 2, This layout illustrates the fact that the location of the line
relay bay on o group line finder frames changes with the direction of
growth of frames in a given row .

Line Finder Sub-group

The terminals in each line group on the line finder frame multi-
ple banks are split vertically into two equal parts . The two parts are
arranged in reverse order from top to bottom, the line on the bottom set of
terminals in the first part being on the top set of terminals in the second
part, The line finders serving each part are designated sub-groups A and B
of their particular line finder group . This arrangement decreases the time
required for a line finder to find a calling subscriber line since the line
finder which starts hunting a subscriber line will be in the sub-group in
which this subscriber line appears nearest the bottom of the bank . In the
event all line finders in a sub-group are busy, one in the other sub-group
will hunt the calling line . Reverses in the multiple bank are made by
means of a small local cable and are indicated by the crosses between sub-
groups on the banks as shown in Figure 7 .

Viewed from the front of the frame, the line group numbering
progresses in the same direction as the growth in a raw of line finder
frames with sub-group A always appearing at the left of sub-group B re-
gardless of the direction of growth . This is illustrated in the line
finder frame layout shown .n Figure 6 .

Line Finder Frame Cabling

Reference to the cabling schematic between line finder and
district frames as shown in Figure 6 will show that all line finders on
one side of a line finder frame which connect to one side of a district
frame are cabled together : the clutch leads in one cable and the

10
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commutator leads in another, These cables connect directly to clutches
and commutators on the line finder frames and to terminal strips on the
district frames .

The line circuits cable from terminal stripe on the line units
of the line relay bay in 10 circuit cables to the V .I .D.F . At the
V. I.D .F, the cables from one line group terminate on one vertical or are
split over adjacent verticals as required. The line groups start at the
head end of the V .I .D.F, and are added in numerical order in the direction
of growth of the I .D.F .
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	 Originating Traffic Frames

Sender Selector Type : Using Line Switches

On the first feet panel dial jobs in tailed each subscriber
line circuit hoe associated with it a line relay, a cutoff relay and
a rotary line switoh (lest driven rotary 200 type se lector) . These
line switches and associated relays are mounted on a unit framework
consisting of three suitably shaped horizontal iron bars which are
secured at each end to a short vertical "E" bar upright . Each of
these wits mounts 20 line switohes in a horizontal row on the top
half of the unit . Directly below the 20 switches are 20 short mount-
ing plates each of which mount one line relay, one cutoff relay ; cue
18 type resistance sand one condenser associated with that particular
line circuit .

The banks of all the line switches con one unit are multipled
together and connected to terminal, strips on each end of the unit,
	acing a slip arrangement to distribute the load evenly over t e district
selectors connected to the bank terminals . The wiring from the tic and
cutoff relays and the line switoh rotor is wired in local cable to a
third terminal strip located en the right end of the unit, This arrangeme nt makes possible the mounting of the line switches and associated

apparatus on the units in the shop . These equipped units are then
shipped to the installer for mounting on the francs .

Nine taste of line switches are mounted ., one above the other
on a line switch frame, giving this franc a capacity of 180 lines

The line circuits are extended in 20 circuit cables from the
line terminal strips on the right end of the unite to the V .I.D.F,

rom the bank multiple terminal strip on the left end of the
unit, a 10 circuit cable is rim for the even numbered bank terminals to
10 district selectors car is multipled to the left end of another line
switch unit on the same or another line switch franc . The 10 odd bank
terminals are cabled in a like manner from the bank multiple terminal
strip on the right end, of the unit .

The battery required for operating the line switches is fed
through lavite resistances, which on account of the heat generated,
are mounted on a separate framework called a "resistance rack" . The

resistances are . mounted coo, 20 per strip mounting palates and each bay
of rack has a capacity for mounting 54 mounting plates, a total of 1080

resistances serving 6 line switch frame . The leads between the resis-
tances and the line switches are run in 16 I wire. The battery leads

to the resistances are fused through alarm, typo-fuses, located an unit
type panels mounted at the bottom of the resistance rack .
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Each group of 20 district selectors (in 2 seta of 10) is
multipled to as many line switch units as required to properly load
the selectors to capacity, se determined by the busy hour calling
rate and. holding times off' the lima served. The sizes of the line
switch groups that nay be served by 20 district selectors range
from 60 lines in business areas to over 400 lines its residence
areas.

Assuming a theoretical office of 9000 lines, 50 line switch
frames and. 9 line resistance racks would be squired . Since this
is a relatively ].arse amount of equipment for merely associating

subscriber lines with idle district selectors, lire finder equipiment
was perfected and. introduced as soars as manufacturing conditions would
permit .
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Originating Traffic Frames

Sender Selector Type Using Line Finders

300 Point Line Finder Frames

The 3 00 point line finder frame is arranged t o mount 15
multiple banks each of which consists of 20 sets of terminals .
These multiple banks may be split in three ways to provide either
2828, 40-20 or 60 line finder selector groups . When the banks are
split 28-28, the second of the two reversal cables on the bank ties
the horizontal space of two selector circuits, thus reducing the
capacity from 30 to 28 selectors on each side of the frame . On sender
selector type line finder frames the line finder circuit relays are
mounted ; n mounting plates in bays adjacent to the multiple band bays
in a ;tanner similar to that used on regular panel selector frames

Each equipped line finder selector circuit is wired in focal
cable to a terminal strip on the line finder frame and from there cabled
to a terminal strip on a district frame where it is connected to a dis-
trict selector circuit . The district selector circuit must, of course,
be a type corresponding to the service required by the subscriber lines
served by its associated line finder - that is flat rate and messy O
rate individual, message rate two party or coin,

The 300 line circuits associated with a 60 group line finder
frame are located on a separate frame culled a line relay bay . This
line relay bay is located adjacent and to the right of the line finder
frame as viewed facing the front of the frames . Each 2828 line finder
frame and alternate 40-20 line finder frames would, of course, require
a line relay bay adjacent t o both right and left sides .

The 20 line and cutoff relays and the associated trip circuit
for that bank are mounted on a unit on the line relay bay on the same
horizontal level as the multiple bank to which it is connected . The 15
line and trip units are numbered like their associated multiple banks
0 to 14 from bottom up .

The subscriber line circuits are cabled from terminal strips
on the right end of the unit to the VIDF .

The 300 point line finder frame is, except in unusual cir-
cumstances, completely replaced by the 400 point frame. 400 point line
finder frames are used on additions to 300 point line finder jobs .
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400 Point Line Finder Frames

The 400 point line finder frame is arranged to mount 10 multi -
pie banks, each of which consists of 40 sets of terminals . These
multiple banks may be split to provide 28-28, 4020, 60 or 80 line
finder selector groups . Adjacent to the multiple bank bays on each
side are bays to accommodate the line finder relay circuit mounting
plates . Wiring and cabling of the line finder selector circuits is
arranged in the same manner as on 300 point line finder frames .

The 400 line circuits associated with a 60 group line finder
frame are located on an additional bay. This line relay bay instead of
being a separate assembly as in the 300 point type is a part of the line
finder frame assembly . 28-28 and alternate 4(}-20 types of frames would
have an additional line relay bay on the opposite end of the frame
This bay is also a part of the line finder frame assembly, which iii .
this case will be 11' 5" long and will consist of 2 bays for line relays,
2 bays for line finder relays and the center or multiple bank bay .

The 40 line and cutoff relays and the associated trip circuit
for that bank are mounted on a unit on the same horizontal level as the
multiple bank t o which it is connected . The 10 line and trip units are

numbered like their associated multiple balks from 0 to 9 bottom upa

With the above exceptions 400 point sander selector type line
finder frames are wired and connected to outside apparatus and function
in the salve manner as 300 point line finder frames .
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QUESTIONS
1 . What is the function of line finder equipment?

2 . How many subscriber lines constitute a line group?

3 . What is the maxim number of subscriber lines which may be served
by a line finder frame with a capacity of 28 line finders per
group? With a capacity of 60 line finders per group?

4 . What is a selector group? Subgroup?

5 . How many selector groups would be required for two line finder
frames fully equipped on the basis of 40 selectors per group?

6 . Row do line groups number with respect to direction of growth
of line finder frames in a raw? How do sub-groups number?

7 . How' many multiple banks would be necessary to equip a line group
with 260 lines? Sawn mart' line unite would be required? How many
start units?

8 . Where is the reversal on line finder multiple banks located? Why
is this used?

9. What is the line capacity of line finder multiple banks serving
one sub .group?

10. Give. cabling arrangement between line finder and district 'frames .
Between line finder and I.D.F .

11. Make a sketch showing sub-grouping on line-'up of four line finder
frames fully equipped with 1o capacity line groups assuming right
to left growth of frames .
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DISTRICT SELECTOR FRAMES & TRUNK DISTRIBUTINGFRAME

District Selector Frames

The subscriber district frame is one of a chain of frames in a
panel dial office which is used exclusively for originating traffic . The
district circuit is designed to close dialing leads from a subscriber's
line through the link frame into the sender, select the proper trunking
path to the called subscriber is office, furnish talking battery to call-

ing subscriber, and operate line message register on message rate line.
To do this, a district selector must be permanently connected to each
line finder .

District selectors and frames arranged for operation with
X00-point line finders having battery on cut-off relay and with panel
links are generally used for all new installations .

Types of Frames

District frames are divided into three classifications depend-
ing on the type of service for which the circuit on the frame is designed .
Each type district selector circuit requires a different amount of
apparatus so that three sizes of frames are required. The types of
frames are as follows

Two types of district selector equipment are available for
message rate service : one type arranged for multiple registration
(additional registrations of line message register depending on zone
called or length of conversation) , and the other not arranged for multi -
pie registration . Likewise two types of coin district selector equipment
are available : one type arranged for coin overtime, (additional charge
made when call lasts longer than a given time) , and the other not arranged
for coin overtime . The frame dimensions given in the above table do not
include the framework required to mount the additional equipment required
for zone and overtime operation .

The foregoing types of district selectors are used by subscrib-
ers in establishing calls . In addition to these, there is a small number

of district selectors used by the special service operators at the dial
system "A" board in handling calls for assistance in an emergency and in
completing calls to stations which do not answer, or which are persistently
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busy, service complaints, and "A" board toll calls . These district
selectors are known as dialing districts, or key pulsing districts, de-
pending on whether the dial system "A" board with which they operate, is
equipped with dials, or key pulsing keysets, These selector circuits re-
quire no special frame, but are located on any district frame where space
is available .

Frame Arrangement

The subscriber district frame, as shown in Fig, 8 A, is a
double sided frame consisting of a central bay for mounting multiple
banks, friction roll drives, clutches, commutators, selector rods, etc .,
and two adjoining bays, one facing front, and one the rear . Sequence
switches, relays, repeating coils, and condensers in the district select-
or circuit, are mounted in these bays . In addition to the above, the
coin district frame has two bays of coin control apparatus, one attached
to the front and one to the rear relay bay . Each district frame has a
capacity of 60 selectors numbered 1 to 59 odd on the front and 2 to 60
even on the rear .

From the standpoint of initial plant investment, it is desir-
able to equip the district frames as completely as possible . Therefore,
the number of district frames required in an office is determined approx-
imately by dividing the total number of district selectors cabled from
the line finders, plus those the operators use, by the selector capacity
of one frame .

The district e, elector circuit provides the repeating coil and
quiet battery for the calling subscriber, At one time, these coils and
associated condensers were mounted on a district coil rack which was
located adjacent to the district coil rack fuse board that supplied the
quiet battery for the talking circuit . A change in design, of the coils
and condensers made it possible to mount these on the selector frame
and have them wired in the shop, A further change in the frame elimin-
ated the necessity for a district fuse board in some cases . In offices
where subscriber line loops are extended to 1500 ohms, instead of 750
chine, signal battery is supplied directly to the frame and, by the use of
a filter panel mounted above the commutators, the battery is made suit-
able for talking purposes .

District Multiple

Any district selector has access to all trunks appearing in
the multiple bank on the frame . There are five of these banks on a
district frame with 104 sets of terminals each, which constitute the out-
going path to the office selectors, or to incoming selectors in the same
building or other exchanges . Each bank is divided from bottom up into
10 layers, 8 layers consisting of' 11 sets of terminals and 2 layers of 6
sets . The top set of terminals in each layer is for registering "over
flow" conditions when all trunks in .a layer are busy. The layers are not
mechanical divisions of the bank, but exist because of the Wiring arrange-
ment
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In some cases, the number of trunks outgoing to any one destina-
tion will exceed the 5 or 10 trunks in one layer . To meet this require-

ment, two or more adjacent layers in the same bank may be combined by
grounding the sleeve of the intermediate overflow terminals so they will
test busy . The district selector will hunt over the trunks in all the
combined layers as though they were one large group . With this arrange
ment, the 1+50 trunks in the district multiple may be arranged in any
desired combination from 40 groups of 10 trunks, and 10 groups of 5, to 5
groups of 90 trunks .

The multiple arrangement on one bank of the district frames for
a typical office is shown in Fig . 9A . In this figure, each square labeled
A, B,, to T represents 5 trunks . The heavy horizontal lines indicate the
boundaries of each trunk group . The first group on the bank consists of
30 trunks, and the next three groups have 20 trunks each, which is the
trunk capacity of one bank. The other four banks on these frames would
be arranged in a similar manner with the proper number of trunks in each
group to handle the traffic .

The simplest plan to make the outgoing trunks accessible to all
district selectors would be to run cable between the corresponding banks
of the district frames, thereby connecting the trunks in multiple . Where
this is done, the number of trunks is limited to the capacity of one
frame, or x+50 trunks . These may be divided into a maximum of 50 layers
or, in other words, 50 offices, which could be served by trunk groups if
they are connected to the district frame banks, However, the required
number of trunks to an office is usually greater than the number in any
one layer as illustrated by the typical case shown in Fig . 9 and often
reaches 50 or more . In addition to the trunks required for regular ser-
vice, groups must also be provided to special service operators, long

distance, information, repair clerk, test desk, etc . Some modification
of this plan is obviously required to meet the requirements of a multi-
office area .

Subgrouping District Multiple

By dividing a large group of trunks into two or more smaller
groups, (sub-groups), and assigning each of' these smaller groups to a
group of district frames, more trunk groups can be placed on a bank and
still have trunks to all terminations available to each district selector .
The efficiency of the trunk group is decreased with this method, since
one large group of trunks may be twenty-five per cent more efficient than
when divided into two groups . In general, this plan must be resorted to,

so in order to improve the efficiency of the trunk groups, a plan of
grading the multiple is used .

Graded Multiple,

A trunk group, when graded, is divided into two general
divi-sions, namely:individual and common.Individual trunks are the lower

numbered trunks of a group and are multipled through 'a sub-group or por-tion of the district frames
. The common trunks are the higher' numbered

trunks in a group and are multipled to the district frames of more than
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one sub-group . The quantity of trunks assigned to each of these class 1-
fications is such that, under normal traffic conditions, a district will
not reach the common group of trunks unless all the individual trunks in
the group test busy . Part of the individual and common trunks in a group
are wired in such a manner that they may be converted from common to
individual in order to obtain flexibility in assignment . Trunks wired in
this manner are known as convertible trunks .

By referring to Fig . 9A, it will be seen that the trunk group
on the bottom of the bank is wired for 10 individual, 15 convertible,
and 5 coffin trunks . This makes it possible to vary the trunk assignment
from 10 individual and 20 common to 25 , individual and 5 common. _ Since
this group of trunks is divided into seven sub-groups, (sub-group A,
frames 201 & 202 ; sub-group B, frames 203 & 204, etc, ), it is possible to
vary the number of trunks outgoing from this group between a minimum of
90 and a maximum of 180 . The other three groups on this bank have no
trunks wired as individual, since the number of trunks which will be
assigned for individual use is relatively small .

To equalize the average trunk hunting time, trunks cabled as
individuals are slipped and reversed . Take,. In here of 5a . the highest
numbered individual trunks on the first frame of a sub-group are cabled
to • the next lower layer on the second frame of the sub-group, or in other
words slipped down one layer . When the layer reaches the bottom, of the
trunk group, titer numbering is reversed . This is shown in Fig . 9, where
layer B on frame 201 slips down one layer on frame 202, and, since on
the second frame it is they lowest layer in the trunk group, the trunks
are numbered from top downward, as indicated by the layer being marked
B1. The coon trunks ax's cabled straight between frames with a complete
reversal between sub-groups . Convertible trunks are cabled straight
between frames within a sub-group . Overflow terminals are not slipped or
reversed .

Cabling

All trunks from the district multiple are usually tabled to
the vertical aide of a trunk distributing frame where they are cross
connected by jumper wires to the office selectors, or to tie able to
the HMDF . At the MDF, part of the trunks are cross connected to incom-
ing selectors in the same office and the remainder are connected by
jumper wires to trunks to distant offices served directly from the
district multiple . These connections are shown on Fig . 3 . The entire
district multiple usually cables from the first frame of the multiple,
as shown in Fig . 9A, in 5 cables per bank with 20 circuits per cable .
Individual and convertible trunks cable to the distributing frame from
each sub-group . Frames within the same sub-group have their banks con-
nected as required by means of short multiple cables run between corres-
ponding banks .

District selectors cable from the selector terminal strips
directly to the commutator and clutch terminals of the selectors on the
line finder frames by sub-groups . These subgroups are placed on the
district frames in a regular order following the direction of growth of
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the district frame® in the row . District selectors also cable directly
to the district finder multiple banks on the subscriber link frames .

Trunk Distributing Frame

The trunk distributing frame (TDF) is the same type frame as
the ID? . It is located near the district frames for economy of cabling .
As in the case of the district OGT, the office OGT cables to the vertical
side of the frame, Since the OT are concentrated on this frame, it
serves as a doubling up point for the cables from the outgoing trunk
test frame There a multiple of all outgoing trunks appear for testing
purposes . The O are cabled to the VTDF as 3-conductor circuits where
they are cross connected to the X T test frame cables at the If TDF . Two
conductor tie cables extend the tip and ring conductors of the WT to
the MDF.

Selectors on the office frames cable to the HTDF . This per
mite the trunks from each sub group of district frames to be spread over
several office frames, so that if one office frame should fail, the
entire group of trunks from one district sub group would not be put out
of service .

Bunching blocks for convertible trunks shown in Fig . 9C are
also located on the

	

. By the use of these, trunks can be lade com-
mon between cub ,-groups by jumper wires, or used as individual trunks as
the traffic requirements change .

Tie cable, service observing equipment, and other circuits
for the telephone companies use are also located on this frame .

QUESTIONS

1. What is the selector capacity of a district frame?
What is the trunk capacity?

2 . What is a group on a district frame multiple bank?
What is a layer?

3 . What is the purpose of slipping trunks?
In what quantities are individual trunks slipped?

1 . What is an individual trunk? A common trunk? A convertible trunk?

5. Where dose the district outgoing trunk usually cable to?

6 . Explain why a district multiple bank has 100 sets of terminals and
only 90 trunks .

7 . War' are overflow terminals not slipped?

8. Are there more district selectors than line finders innan office?

9. What is the purpose of a trunk distributing frame?
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SUBSCRIBER LINK FRAMES & DISTRICT SELECTOR TEST FRAME

Subscriber Link Frames ,

The subscriber panel link frame (Fig . 10) is a double sided .
frame designed to mount thirty subscriber panel link circuits, fifteen
o itcult s on each aide of the frame . It is the function of this link cir-
cuit to associate a line finder-district selector circuit with a subscrib-

er sender. The link circuit is made up of two partsdistrict finder,
( long elevator rod), with two brushes operating over two sets of 20 or 40
terminals on one district finder bank and a sender selector, (short
elevator rod), operating over two 100 point sender banks . Two brushes
per circuit are required, instead of the usual one, due to the fact that
six leads are required between the district selector and the sender . The
link circuit is thus able to establish connections between subgroups of
:IA, 20, 30 or O district selectors and any one of a maximum of 100
subscriber senders .

The number of line finder and district selectors required to
handle the traffic on one group of X00 or leas subscriber lines is deter-
mined by the number of simultaneous calls that will be originated by that
group at peak load periods . In contrast, the number of subscriber links
that will be required to serve this group of line finder-district
selectors is determined by the number of subscribers in this group that
will simultaneously require the service of a sender, In an area where
the. holding time or length of conversation is long, a small number of
links will cuff ice to provide sender connections . Where the holding
times are short, a larger number of links will be required . Since the
link circuit is required in the connection only for that period during
which the sender performs its function, (from 16 to 2 seconds), it is
obvious that a small number of links will serve a much larger number of
line finder-district selectors .

To assure that a group of 1.00 subscribers is not completely
deprived of service due to the failure of a link frame drive motor,
multiple bank or friction roll drive, the links serving the "A" subgroup
of line finder-district selectors are located on one link frame and those
serving the "B" sub-group are located on the adjacent link frame . Until
quite recently, the practice, as shown by Fig . 2, was to drive each link
frame separately and to place the "A" sub-group links on odd numbered
link frames and the "B" sub-group links in an identical manner on the
oven numbered link frames . Note on Fig . 6, that Link Frames 201 A &
201 B are identically equipped . The new practice is to drive a pair of
link frames together, where floor plan arrangements permit, in the sate
manner as all other panel selector frames . The odd frames under this
arrangement still mount the "A" Sub-group links and the even frames the
"B" Sub-group links . In order to avoid service failure the "B" Sub-group
links are placed on the opposite aide of the adjacent frame of the pair
and thus on a different drive motor than the "A" Sub-group links .
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In assigning sub-groups to the link frames the standard
Practice is to locate the lowest numbered sub-group on the first link
frame . Succeeding sub-groups are located in consecutive order building
up in accordance with the growth of the link frame numbers .

District Finder Multiple Banks

The district finder multiple bank (15- Bank, Fig . 10 A)
differs considerably from the usual multiple bank with respect to the
type of strip terminals of which the bank is composed. In the first
place, the strips extend only half way across the bank, appearing before
the brushes of only 15 instead of 30 elevator rods on each side of the
frame . The 15 Bets of terminals on the front of the bank provide con-
nections for the multiple brushes of district finder rods, I to 29 odd,
located on the right half of the frame . Another set of 15 terminals
will appear before district finder rods 2 to 30 even on the right hand
side facing the rear of the frame . The left half of the bank is made up
of 51+ sets of terminals of the type shown on Fig,10B, each set consist-
ing of three terminals, (FT, FR, & SC in the bottom 27 sets and T, R &
TR in the top 27 sets) . These 54 sets present the contact terminals to
the multiple brushes of the 15 district finder circuits on the rear of
the frame . The right half of the bank is made up in the same way except
that the strips are turned over to present the contact terminals to the
multiple brushes of the 15 district finder circuits on the front of the
frame . Only 20 of the 27 sets of terminals in each set are used for
terminating district selectors, the other seven sets being used as guide
terminals . To these two sets of 20 terminals are connected the six
leads of the 14 or 20, or lees, equipped district selectors of as map
sub-,rouge as the 15 link circuits will serve . Should all 15 links be

required for any one sub-group, none of the metal loops at the bottom
of Fig, 10B would be cut . Since the number of links required per sub-
group is always less than 15, the loops between pairs of terminals are
cut as required . Referring to Fig . 6, Link Fr 201, G-204A, it will be
noted that 5 links are required, hence, as denoted by "X", the loop is
cut between the third and fourth pair of terminals, Each strip can be
cut, if required, into seven pairs and one single terminal, the single
terminal always being located so as to serve links 29 and 30 . G-202A
is served by link circuits 26, 2 w 30 on LX Fr X201 . Cables numbered
99 and 102 carry the six leads peg circuit from D-2O7 circuits 31, 33,
35, 37 and 30, 32 and 34 respectively to left sections of the district
finder bank . In a similar manner , the association of • all links and
the district selectors they serve can be determined by locating the
corresponding cable numbers at link and district frames . Cables from
the district frames are connected to the sets of terminals on the
district finder banks in accordance with a drawing mown as the di strict

locating chart which will be discussed in connection with the District
Selector Test frame .

Since the district finder elevator does not return to normal
after each connection, any spare terminals in the two sets of 20 are
multipled to the equipped terminals by means of small multiple cable
corms . Two of these small multiple forms are thus required far each
sub-group having lees than 20 equipped district selectors . This multiple
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of equipped to unequipped terminals is made in accordance with standard
tables that provide different arrangements for each number of equipped
terminals .

In. case it should become necessary to re-group the links due
to traffic changes, the previously cut loop in the multiple strip can
be reconnected by soldering, as the gap cut by the special cutting tool
is only 1,32 of an inch wide .

The foregoing description covered only the 54 point multiple
bank used for 14 or 20 sub-group districts, ( 28 or 40 per group) . When
30 or 40 district selectors are required per subgroup, (60 or 80 per
group), the 15-G bank is used. This bank consists of 94 sets of
terminals and provides two sets of 40 terminals per sub-group .

Sender Banks

Referring to the chart on page 2 of Lesson 1, it will be
noted that, prior to the introduction of the rotary link frame in 1926,
the maximum number of subscriber senders in a group was 22 . As pointed,
out in connection with graded multiple trunk groups in Lesson 3, a
given number of trunks divided into several small groups will not
handle as much traffic as the same number of trunks arranged in one
large group. This principle applies to subscriber senders as weld, as
to trunks and, therefore, a rotary link sender group of 44 senders
would handle 2,37 times as many calls as two groups of 22 senders .
Since the sender is a very expensive item of equipment, a further en-

largement of the sender group would obviously result in appreciable
savings . The panel link frame using two 100 point banks in parallel
makes possible a sender group of 100 senders . Based on present
standard sender capacity tables 100 senders in one group will handle as
much traffic as 137 senders in 6 .2 groups of 22 each .

The sender multiple consists of two panel banks each having
100 sets of three terminals and five sets of guide terminals . The
bottom bank contains 100 sets of FT, FR and SC terminals and the top
bank 1.00 sets of T, R and TB terminals ; thus providing six leads to
each of 100 senders, In general, when 100, or less, senders are re-
quired, the sender banks of all, link frames are multipled together .
When more than 100 senders are required, the link frames are multipled
together in two or more groups in accordance with traffic requirements .
To prevent excessive hunting time over these large banks, or repeat
hunting over the lower terminals, the multiple between link frames is
slipped. The present standard 90-10 arrangement consists of assigning
90% of the equipped senders to the lower 90 sets of terminals on the
bank and multipling to other banks in the same group with a Latin
square slip between banks . The other 10% of the equipped senders are

assigned to the top set of ten terminals and multipled to other frames
with a rotary slip .

The link circuits operate on a stay-put basis from any of
the lower 90 terminals of the banks but are arranged to return to normal
after completion of a connection to a sender on any of the top 10
terminals .
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When lees than 100 senders are equipped, the equipped terminals
are multipled to the unequipped terminals in a standard manner by means
of two small multiple cable forms connected one each, on the two sender
banks of the lowest numbered link frame of the group .

To minimize possible service reactions, the cables from the
sender banks to the sender frames are not all terminated at one link
frame, but are spread as evenly as possible over all the link frames .
Where the cables terminate at intermediate points in the multiple, they
are connected at the lower numbered frame end of the short multiple
cables . as the other end will be slipped .

Dialing District Sender Selectors

In offices . using a Dialing "A" Switchboard, the "A" operators
obtain access to a sender by plugging the calling cord of the pair in
use into an o r jack connected to a Dialing District Selector, This
district selector is permanently connected to a Dialing District Sender
Selector on a panel link frame . Since this circuit performs only the
operation of selecting a sender, only one elevator rod is required .
Spare link positions are used for mounting these sender selectors, or,
in rare cases, separate link frames completely equipped With these
sender selectors are furnished .

With the above arrangement, the "A" operators, of course, use
the same set of senders as the subscribers, hence the number of sub-
scriber senders furnished must be sufficient to handle both classes of
traffic . The study job used in connection with this course is provided
with a Key Pulsing "A" Board and separate Key pulsing senders are pro-
vided for the exclusive use of the "A" operators . . These senders are
connected to the key pulsing district selectors through a rotary sender
selector and no equipment for this purpose is required at the subscriber
link frames .

District Test Connectors

Subscriber link frames are arranged for 4 sub-groups of links
per aide of frame, which also means that both halves of the district
finder bank may be split into sections . On Fig . 6, link frames 207 &
208 have district finder banks split into four sections . A section of
the district finder bank on one link frame may be multipled (without
slip) to a district finder bank section on another link frame . Asso-
ciated with each of a possible equipped sub-groups on each side of a
link frame are Test Connector Switches used by the District Selector
Test frame in the test of district selectors . These test connector
switches are 206 type selectors each associated with a 26 type bank .
The terminals of these banks are arranged in 22 sets of 6 per raw . Fray
these banks, leads are extended in 1 local cables to points adjacent
to the district finder mu ltiple banks, Ref erring to Fig . 10 A, these
connector switches are shown in the upper right bay designated CI, C3,
C5, & C7 . The four groups of equipment associated with 4 sub-groups of
links are numbered in a standard manner G1, G3, G5, & G7, front ; c , 04,
G6 & G8, rear, regardless of the actual subgroup number used on a given
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job . Test connector switches C1, C3, etc ., are associated with their
corresponding numbered sub-group equipment .

When less than 1. sub-groups are required on the side of a link
frame, the sub-groups equipped depend on the location off the splits in
the district finder bank .

One set of 6 leads from one test connector bank connects to the
set of 6 district finder bank terminals associated with each equipped
district selector circuit . The test connectors can thus connect success-
ively to all equipped district selectors in that sub-group .

When a sub-group of links is split over two frames, the test
connector is furnished only on one frame, usually at the opposite end of
the multiple from the cables to the district selectors . On Fig, 6, Link
Fr . 201, Sub-group 201 A is assigned to G7 and the Test Connector Switch
(07) is located on Fr . 201 . Note that sub-group 201 A also appears on
G7 of link frame 207, but that no associated test connector switch is
furnished on Fr, 207 . On Fig . 6, connector switches may be located by
their designations C1 to 07, odd, and C2 to c8, even .

When 30 or 14O district selectors are equipped per sub-group,
each Test Connector- is made up of two switches, CIA, CIB, etc ., in which
case, 8 switches may be equipped per side of frame .

District Selector Test Frame

The function of the district selector test frame is to gain
access to the subscriber district selectors and to test all of these
selectors in rotation as a matter of periodic routine, or to reach any
one selector, or any group of selectors, for making individual tests .
The equipment for line finder exercise test is also located on the
District Test frame, although this equipment has no connection with the
selector test circuit .

A fully equipped district selector test frame will give access
to 3200 district selectors . While this large number of district selectors
could be tested by one frame, the time required to complete this cycle
would be excessive For this reason, and, further, to provide for more
frequent testing and to have a test frame in reserve in case of failure,
two test frames are -furnished in many offices . Both frames are usually
given access to all district selectors, but normally each frame makes
routine tests only on half the total .

Access to the maximum of 3200 selectors is obtained as follows
The test circuit is connected to the brushes of a 206 type selector known
as the Master Switch. To each one of 8 rows of terminals on the bank of
the Master Switch are connected the brushes of a 206 type selector known
as a Group Switch and numbered to correspond to the Master Switch row .
From each one of 20 rows of terminals on the 8 group switches, leads are
run to the brushes of the Test Connector Switches on the subscriber link
frames .



The district selector test circuit causes the line finder asso-
ciated with the district selector under test to connect to line finder
test line, (Line 0 - Bank 0), and through the six lead connection built
up in accordance with the following table, causes the district selector
to connect to a district selector test line in the district multiple .
Over these test lines, the test circuit makes a test of all the regular
functions of the line finder and district selector circuits .

28

District Selector Locating & Particular Circuit Chart

The district selectors of the various sub-groups as shorn on
the preceding table are connected to the district finder banks of the
subscriber link frames and through these banks to the teat connect r
switches in accordance with a locating chart made up for each particular job .
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Only one half of Master Lamp No . 1 is sham . Group Lamps 11 to
20 continue in the same manner as 1 to 10 and serve sub-groups 206A, 206B
to 210A & 210B . Succeeding sub-groups appear consecutively on group
lamps associated with Master Lamp Nos . 2 & 3 .

At the start of automatic routine test, the master switch steps
to row #1, which causes group switch #1 to step to row 1, which in turn
causes the first connector switch to step to row #1 and the test is begun
on the district selector connected to that raw . The connector switch
steps in turn to succeeding rows until the first unequipped raw is reached .
This and succeeding unequipped rows are strapped in a manner to cause the
connector to step to the last row . When this row is reached, the group
switch steps to row #2 and the test proceeds .

Particular Circuit Test

It is frequently necessary to make special tests on one or more
selectors that may appear at scattered locations on the banks of various
connector switches . To gain access quickly to these particular circuits,
use is made of the dial which is furnished on each district test frame .
The first dial pull corresponds to the master switch row required, the
second. dial pull to the group switch row, and the third dial pull, to the
connector switch row . Referring to the table under master lamp #1, it
will be noted that selector #2 on district frame 207 is located on group
switch row #1 and connector switch row #7, Hence to reach this selector,
the following code would be dialed : 1-1-7 . The dashes between the
numerals indicate the operation of a stepping key which transfers the
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dial pulses from the master to the group and to the connector switches .
In a like manner, to reach selector 8, on district frame 207, code 1-1-0
would be dialed . Selector 32 on district frame 207 would be reached by
dialing 1-3-6 .

QUESTIONS

1 . How many multiple brushes are required per elevator rod on a panel
link circuit? Why?

2 . Would traffic requirements ever make necessary the furnishing of
a

more links per sub-group than there were district selectors in the
same sub-group?

3 . How many sub-groups of links may be placed on the front of a panel
link frame? On the rear?

4 . Are district selector circuits slipped between link frames when a
cub-group is split over the district finder banks of 2 link frames?

5 . When are two test connector switches per sub-group required?

6 . How many group switches would be required on the district selector
test frame to provide access to all district selectors ahem on
cabling schematic Fig, 6?
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SUBSCRIBER SENDER, DECODER CONNECTOR AND DECODER FRAMES

In the Panel Dial System, the pulses sent to the central office from
the calling subscriber s dial do not control the operation of the mechanical
selecting equipment as they do in the Step-by-Step System . Instead, the dial
pulses are received and recorded by a device known as a subscriber sender,

which thereafter controls the selecting equipment in finding an idle trunk to
the called office and either . selecting in that office the called subscriber's
line or displaying the number to a manual "B operator . The first two or three
digits dialed in calling another subscriber constitute the office code which
consists of the numerical equivalent of the first two or three letters of the
called office name . These first two or three digits are arbitrarily designated
the "A" and "B" or "A", "B" & "C" digits respectively . The remaining digits
dialed make up the called subscriber' number and are known as the thousands
(TH), hundreds (Ii), tens (T), units (s), and, if required, station (ST) digits .
In two digit areas, the office code to consists only of the "A" and "B" digits,
while in three digit areas, the "A", "B", & 'C' digits are required. The
numerical value of the office code bears no relation to the actual location on
the district or office frame multiple banks of the trunks to the called office .
To translate this code to values which can be used by the sender in controlling
the selection of the proper group of trunks, a circuit known as a Decoder is
brought into the connection through a Decoder Connector circuit .

Subscriber Sender Frames

The subscriber decoder type sender frame is a single sided frame
arranged to mount five sender units and one interrupter unit • Each sender unit
mounts the apparatus and wiring for two sender circuits . The sequence switches

and terminal strip for the two senders on the unit are placed in the center
of the unit with the relay equipment for one sender on the left and that for
the other sender on the right, the mounting plate and relay portion of each

sender being enclosed in a dust-proof metal casing covering both apparatus and
wiring . The senders on the bottom unit of the frame are designated A and B,
left to right, with senders C to K located on the four units above in the same
manner . The interrupter unit equipped with interrupters, resistances, miscell-
aneous relays and terminal strips is mounted above the top sender unit .

.

	

The senders mounted on these frames are of three types, as follows

1- Subscriber Non-Coin Sender .
Used with non-coin subscriber's lines or coin sub-s criber lines operating on the "Coin First" or.

"Coin Deposit Before Dial Tone" basis .

2 .- Subscriber Coin Sender .
Required for use with Coin Subscriber's lines oper-
ating on the "Dial Tone First" basis in order to test
for deposit of the coin before completing the call .
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3 Key pulsing "A's Switchboard Sender
Required when DS "A" Board is of the Key Pulsing Type

The subscriber sender is arranged to serve subs

	

lines and.
DS "A" Board operators when the "A" Board is of the dialing type . It is
selected by the sender selector portion of the subscriber panel link circuit
automatically when the subscriber removes the receiver from the switchhook .

Dial tone is sent back to the calling subscriber by the sender which then re
ceives and records all pubes from the subscriber dial . After the complete

office code has been received, the sender immediately causes its associated
decoder connector to establish a connection with an idle decoder . Over a sot
of 19 leads, the sender transfers to the decoder, the settings of the A & C,
or A, B & C digit register relays and the class of service relays . The decoder
translates, or decodes, this information and, over a set of 31 leads, trans-
mit back to the sender the correct routing which is recorded in the sender on
six groups of selection resister relays . The sender then releases the decoder
and decoder connector and. proceeds -with the call .

The information recorded on the sender selection register relays
is used to set the counting relays in the sender, in order to control the
movement of the district and office selectors in selecting a trunk to the

called office . There are ten counting relays numbered from 0 to 9, hence the
sender is able to receive, from the panel selector circuits, 1 to 10 pulses
arc the condition requires .

The explanation of the sender counting relay action which follows
disregards the sender stepping relay and is considerably simplified in order
to promote an understanding ox' the essential principle involved . Assume that
the group of trunks to the called office is located on district bank 1, group
14. • The se lection register relays controlling district brush selection have
accordingly been set by the decoder to allow the sender to receive two pulses .

The sender now operates the (L) relay of the district selector handling the
call which, in turn, causes the operation of the up-drive magnet on the
selector clutch . The district selector elevator rod cons eq uently moves up
ward, and as it enters the tripping zone for brush 0, a ground pulse is sent
back to the sender from the district selector commutator . This ground pulse
will be directed by the selection register relays to counting relay 1, which
wall operate and transfer the path for the next pulse to counting relay 0 .
Since the district up-drive magnet is still energized, the selector continues
upward and, when it roaches the tripping zone for brush 1, another ground
pulse is sent back to the sender operating counting relay 0 . The operation of
counting relay 0, releases the district selector (L) relay and the elevator
rod stops in position for tripping brush 1 . The district trip magnet is now

caused to operate and hold operated . The sender counting relays are released
and the sender advances to the next operation . The selection register re-
lays controlling district group selection have boon set by the decoder to re-
ceive 5 pulses from the district selector . The selector (L) relay is again
operated, the up-drive operates and the elevator rod moves upward . As it does
so, the trip lever of multiple brush 1 engages the trip finger and the brush
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is tripped. . When the tripped multiple brush has reached the bottom of trunk
0, ground pulse is sent back to the sender from the district eel-
ector commutator. This pulse will be directed by the selection register

relays to counting relay . This relay operates and transfers the path for the
next pulse to counting relay 3 . The selector continues upward sending back
to the sender ground pulses at trunk group levels 1, 2 and 3, these pulses
operating counting relays 3, 2 and. 1 respectively. The next pulse received
will operate counting relay 0, which will release the district selector up-
drive and stop the selector at the bottom of trunk group 4 . At this time,
the sender transfers control of the selector movement back to the district
selector . The district selector then "trunk hunts" until an idle trunk is
found.

The foregoing description of the method used in operating a pre-
determined number of counting relays is known as "revertive pulsing".This

method is employed by the sender in controlling the movement, not only of
the district selectors, but also office, incoming and final selectors .

Should the called subscriber be located in a manual office, the
outgoing trunk from the district multiple bank will terminate . on an incoming
trunk on a Call Indicator position of a manual "B" board . In this case, the
sender, through its impulser switch, • causes a set of impulses to be sent out
over the trunk, operating relays and lighting lamps in the call indicator .
Those lighted lamps display the called subscriber's number to the manual
operator who then completes the call in the usual manner .

If office frames are used, certain groups of outgoing trunks will
appear on the office frame multiple banks . In this case, the trunk on the
district multiple bank will terminate on an office selector . The revertive

pulse method is used by the sender to cause the office selector to roach the
proper group of trunks .

Should the called subscriber be located in a panel dial office,
the OT from the district or office multiple, will terminate on an incoming
selector in the called office . The sender controls the movement of the
incoming and final selectors to cause the selection of the called line . The
translation of the thousands and hundreds digits of the called subscriber's
number into incoming brush, incoming group and final brush selections is
done by the sender . A description of this translation will be covered under
incoming and final frames .

	

.

The Key Pulsing "A" Switchboard sender operates in a manner
similar to the subscriber sender, except that it is used exclusively by
"A" Switchboard operators who are provided with a sot of keys arranged to
transmit pulses corresponding to those sent by a subscriber's dial . The
key pulsing sender receives and registers these pulses, the first two or three
of which correspond to the office code . . After these are received, the key
pulsing sender is connected through • a decoder connector to a decoder and the
call proceeds in the same manner as for a subscriber sender . Usually one key
pulsing sender is mounted on a unit with a subscriber sender, because few
key pulsing senders are required. This facilitates the distribution of
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these senders over the sender frames in order that the failure of a drive motor
will not put more than 25% of them out of . service . If required, however,
sender units equipped with two key pulsing senders may be furnished .

When the total number of subscriber senders is less than 70, each
sender frame is driven by a separate motor to prevent motor failure from put'.
tine out of service a large percentage of senders, When more than 70 senders
are furnished, two sender frames are driven by each motor wherever floor plan
layouts permit . A minimum of four sender frames is always furnished .

Decoder Connector Frames

The decoder connector frame is a single sided frame 2'6 3/4" wide
having a capacity of three decoder connector circuits, designated A, B and C,
from bottom up . Each connector, consists of 17 multi-contact relays and two
mounting plates of miscellaneous relay equipment. In each conector the upper
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and to the decoder test rams. The
ecoder multi-contact relaysare multipled to a maximum off' 17 decoder conn-

ector frames, since the decoder holding time is so short that 6 decoders are
estimated to be able to adequately serve 510 senders . The average panel
office requires but 3 decoder frames, in which case multi-contact relays for
decoders 4, 5 and 6 are not f urnIshed . The 10 sander multi-contact relays
are individual to the 10 senders on the frame served by that connector .

Sender- multi-contact relays are furnished in accordance with the number of senders
equipped on the associated sender frame .

Decoder connector frame 1, connector A, serves subscriber sender
frame 1; connector B, sender frame 2 ; connector C, sender frame 3 ; etc .

'In accordance with the above, the operation of 1 sender multi-
contact relay and 1 decoder multi-contact relay serves to connect through
between the sender and the decoder a set of 50 leads .

Decoder Frames

The decoder frame is a single sided frame 4' 8 3/8" wide arranged
to mount the common relay equipment and the cross-connection facilities and
relays for 300 routes . Provision is made for one or two supplementary bays,
each having cross-connection facilities and relays for 300 additional routes .
Supplementary bays are required only in areas whore the number of offices to
be served exceeds the capacity of the originating frame .

The decoder is arranged for 800 3 digit codes numbered from 200
to 999, inclusive, These include the 512 possible three letter codes and the
288 numerical codes obtained by dialing zero, or one, for the second or third
digit, or both . One additional code "0" (Special Service Operator) is also
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provided . These codes, together with PS (Permanent Signal), provide a
total of 802 separate indications that the decoder may receive from the
sender . Each such indication is represented. in the decoder by a terminal
punching called a "code point," The transmission, by the sender to the
decoder, of any one of the 802 codes operates certain relays in, the decoder,
resulting in the grounding of the code point associated with that code .
These code points are cross . connected to the winding of a route relay which
will operate as a result of the grounding of its code point . The operation
of a route relay causes its particular set of information to be sent to the
selection register relays of the sender . As described under the sender,
these selection resistor relays are set in the proper combination for
selecting a group of trunks and completing all functions required over the
route called f or by the office code .

Cabling

The method of cabling between sender, connector and decoder
frames is shown, for a typical job, by Fig . 3 . The leads to the six
decoders are multipled between the terminal strips of all connector frames
in switchboard cable . 1n order to insure the maximum factor of safety,
the cables to the odd decoder frames are run from the lowest numbered
connector frame and the cables to the even numbered decoder francs are run
from the highest numbered connector frame This latter .set of cables is
run over a separate route and . #brought in to the opposite end of the conn-
ector frame multiple . The leads between the senders and the decoder conn-
ectors are corned in switchboard cables directly to the connector multi .-
contact relays . The details of the above methods of cabling are shown on

Fig . 11 . Each sender frame is cabled to sender monitor distributing terminal
strips located on the end of one or more rows of sender frames . Cables
are also run from each sender frame to the sender test frame .

QUESTIONS

1 .- Why are subs

	

' senders furnished in Panel Dial Offices?

2 .- How many sender frames would be required in an office having 56 subscriber
senders and. 6 key pulsing senders? How many drive motors would be re-
quired on these sender frames?

3 What two conditions must exist to require that coin senders be furnished?

14. .- What counting re lay will operate first in directing a distr ict selector
to the 7th trunk group on a bank?

5 .- Why arc key pulsing senders furnished? Are key pulsing senders cabled
to the subscriber panel link frames? Give reason .

6 .- How many subscriber senders will one decoder connector frame serve?
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7 What decoders appear on the first decoder connector frame? The last
decoder connector frame? What senders appear on each of these frames?

8 How many decoder connector frames are required to servo the quantity of
sunders covered by question 2?

9 What does the decoder do for the sender?

10 What is the minimum number of decoder frames furnished?
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Office Selector Frames Off ice Selector Test Frame
Incoming Selector Test Frame and Outgoing Trunk Test frame

Office Selector Frames

Office frames are used in conjunction with the district frames as
a means of selecting the proper trunking path to the called subscribers
office . They are required in areas where it is not possible to provide the
required number of trunks or trunk groups from the district multiple direct-
ly to the various local offices within the area .

Where the office selectors are located in the same building as the
district selectors, the office selectors will, in general be of the local
office (3-wire, T, R & S) type, In large cities it may be desirable to have
trunks from the district or office multiple in several local offices terminate
as selectors before a multiple on an office frame located in some distant
panel building which can, with a common group of outgoing trunks serve an
area more economical than individual trunks from the various off ices . In
this case the office selectors will be of the distant office (2-.wire) type .
Establishing a distant office center of this type may result in substantial
economies in the outside trunk plant

The 3-wire office selector frame is the one used most extensively .
It is a double sided frame of the same general design as the district frame .
Because of the small amount of apparatus required for the circuit, the relays,
are mounted on vertical mounting plates in the same bay with and to the
right of the sequence switches . On the front of the frame 30 odd numbered
selectors appear before the 5 multiple banks ; on the rear there are 30 even
numbered selectors . The office multiple is comprised. of 450 trunks arranged
in the same manner as the district multiple .

In the study of district selector frames, it was found that the
number of trunks outgoing to other offices could be increased by subgrouping
the multiple, The number of outgoing trunk paths may be increased further
by assigning a group of trunks on the district multiple as trunks to office
frames . Each of these district trunks will be connected with an office
selector which has access to all trunks on the office frame . As an
illustration of this method of increasing the outgoing trunk paths, assume
a group of 30 trunks on a district multiple bank assigned as trunks to
office frames . These would be connected to 30 selectors on the office frame,
each of these having access to the x+50 trunks on the frame . In this way the
number of outgoing trunk paths from this group of district try has been
multiplied 15 times .
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Multiple Arrangements,

In metropolitan areas several groups of district trunks may be
assigned for use with office frames to provide the necessary paths to
all offices having direct trunks from the local office . Referring to
the district multiple arrangement in Figure 12, it may be seen that
30 trunks in each of banks 1, 2 and 3 of the district frames are assigned
to off ice frames . The trunks from district frame bank 1 serve one group
of office frames or office zone No, 1 . The trunks from district frame
banks 2 end 3 serve other office zones . As indicated by the number of
trunks cabled, the district trunk groups assigned to office frames have
the greatest number of calls of any group on these banks, These groups
are placed at the bottom of the district frame banks since this leads
to a slightly quicker district group selection . Trunks from any one group
on the district multiple vary from a total of 30 to 160, whereas groups on the
office frames consist of 10 or 20 trunks . This is typical of multiple
assignments since the smaller groups for which no space is available on
the district multiple are assigned to the office multiple . Some spare
multiple space is available on the office frames as shown in Figure 12,
whereas all of the multiple is assigned on the district frames . By thus
utilizing all of the district multiple and by properly grading the groups
appearing on it, the number of off ice frames and selectors' is reduced to anIeconomical point . The spare trunks on the office multiple are made busy
at the distributing frame .

The office multiple is wired between banks of office frames
within the same zone in either local or switchboard cable depending on
whether the frames are adjacent #n a row or the multiple extends over
aisles . Each trunk group Is slipped in layers of 10 similar to the
arrangement covered under District Selector Frames . The slip arrangement
reduces the average hunting time of the office selector, provides a more
uniform distribution of load and wear on the apparatus, and decreases the
danger of simultaneous seizure of trunks by the selectors .

Grading may be applied to the office multiple, although, it is
generally resorted to only in special cases, such as, where it is necessary
to care for a large trunk group on the office multiple or where consider-
able growth in a trunk group is expected. The office multiple in Figure 12
has certain layers for special use in addition to those assigned as regular

oing trunks to local offices . One soup bank 0 layer $) is used
connection w •w • - ' f

	

for test frame for the routine test of office
soles ore =, * The test trunks are multipled wi out slip throughout all

frames in one zone, Where there is more than one zone, the toot lines in
each zone may be multiplod together at the distributing frame instead of
between adjacent banks .

Office Frame, Cabling

In addition to the multiple cable between banks which was men-
tioned above, the outgoing trunks cable from the multiple banks to the
vertical side of the trunk distributing frame . From this point they are
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cross connected by means of jumper wires to the 2-wire tie cable which
carries the outgoing trunks to the main distributing frame . This is
shown in figure 3 .

The selector circuits are cabled from a terminal strip on the
front andd rear of the office frame to the horizontal side o± the trunk
distributing frame where they are cross connectedd to the proper district

outgoing trunks appearing on the vertical side of the distributing frame .

Office Selector Test Frame

The office selector test frame is a single sided frame designed
to mount the apparatus required for testing the 3-wire office selectors
in a panel dial office . The circuit is used to exercise all 3-wire office
selectors in rotation as a matter of periodic routine, or to reach a parti-
cular selector or group of selectors for making individual tests . While
one test frame can test a maximum of 3000 office selectors, the time
required to complete a cycle of testing this large a group might prove
excessive . In this event two test frames are furnished, each arranged
to test all office selectors . When there are less than 300 3-wire office
selectors in an office, a test frame is not usually provided andd the office
selectors are tested by means of manually operatedd test sets . Distant
off ice selectors are testedd by means of a wagon type test set .

Access to the 3-wire office selectors is obtainedd through he
district selectors under control of the office test circuit, which are made
to select any or all terminals in the district muItipIe bank assigned to
the office frame and, in this manner reach the office selectors associated
with this district trunk group . When these district test selectors are
assigned on the various district frames so that all sub-groups of the
district multiple can be reached, the test circuit will have access to
all trunks terminating as office selectors . Selector No, 1 on the front and

selector No. 2 on the rear of district frames are wired so that they may be
equipped for testing as required. When associated with the office test frame

these test selectors are in as "office test selectors" . Separate office
test selectors are required for each office test frame since the test

circuit is not aria xed to permit the use of the seine test selector b y

two

test frames. The test selectors are so arranged that the y are available
regular service when not actually engaged in testing . The number o

or	required for each office test frame is equivalent to the
greatest number of subgroups in a district multiple group assigned to

ce frames.  The test selector is generally assigned on a district
frame at the opposite end of the sub.-group from the termination of the

outgoing trunk cables . This is for the purpose of making a continuity
test of as much of the associated district multiple as possible .

An office selector test frame is arranged for an ultimate of
21-i- office test selectors, There are connected to the test circuit through
connecting switches (sequence switches) with three test selectors assigned
to a connecting switch or an ultimate of 8 connecting switches . Through
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pairs of directing switches (206 type selectors) the frame is capable of
making tests on 120 various groups of trunks on the district multiple banks
(one pair of directing switches for each 20 test). A test is a cycle the
test circuit makes in raising a test selector and returning it again to
normal . A new test is performed when the test selector has selected all
the trunks in one bank and enters another bank, since it is necessary to
return the test selector to normal and trip another brush before selection
of trunks can be made in the second bank . The test circuit can operate
the test selector over consecutive groups of trunks within one bank . When
two groups within a bank are separated by a group which is not to be
tested, the test selector must be returned to normal and a new group
selection made within the bank, thus establishing another test . Directing
and connecting switches are provided as required to meet the needs of the
local office .

The district multiple arrangement shown by Fig . 12 provides 6
sub-groups of trunks to Office Zone 1 . To gain access to all of these
trunks, an office test selector must be assigned on one of the district
frames in each sub-group for each office test frame equipped . Assume
that one office test frame is required and that the cables to the VTDF
are run from the lowest numbered district frame in each sub-group . In
order to provide continuity testing of the trunk multiple, the 6 test
selectors would be assigned, one each, on the highest numbered district
frame in each sub-group . The district multiple sub-grouping of trunks to
Office Zones 2 and 3 is identical with that of Zone 1, therefore, the same
0 test selectors may be used to gain access to trunks to Zones 2 & 3 . As
the trunks of each Office Zone are on different banks of the district
frames, the test selectors must make three separate brush and group
selections (tests), or a total of l8 tests . One connector switch provides
for 3 test selectors and one directing switch provides for 20 tests . The
of ice selector test frame will therefore be equipped with two connector
switches and one directing switch. The path of the test from the test
selectors, through the multiple, to the VTDF, through the jumper to the
TDF and to all the office selectors is shown by Fig . 12 .

The directing switches govern the connecting switches in their
selection of the test selectors and also the manipulation of the test
selectors in their selection of the various groups of trunks in the
multiple banks, This control, is made flexable by wiring the arcs of
the directing switches to terminal strips so that cross-connections can
be made to meet the local requirements .

To assist the test man in making a test on a particular office
selector, a locating chart is made similar to that used with the district
test frame . This indicates the test selector which must be used to reach
the group and directing switch and terminal number assigned to test the
group Since these assignments are affected by multiple rearrangements
which are frequently made, it is not practicable to make those charts
until the multiple is cut into service . The locating charts for the office
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and incoming, test frames are, therefore, made on the job instead of at the
time the frame is engineered .

Incoming Selector Test Frame

In its design, operation and function the incoming selector test
frame closely parallels the office selector test frame . The test circuit,
through the use of test selectors on district and office frames, game
access to all the terminals on the district and office multiple banks which
terminate as panel incoming selectors in the same or in distant offices .
It is then possible to routine all of these incoming selectors in rotation
or to test individually any one selector or group of selectors . A greater

number of tests will be made over outgoing trunks appearing as incoming
selectors in distant offices than over trunks to incomings within the same
office . An incoming test frame does not test all of the incoming
selectors in the office in which it is located. The panel interoffice in-
coming selectors originating on the district or office frame multiple in
some distant office are tested by the incoming test frame within that
distant office . The incoming selectors from dial system "B" boards are not
tested by the incoming test frame, but are tested by manually operated test
sets .

Teat selectors for use with the incoming test frame are assigned
on district and office selector frames in the same manner as described
under the office teat frame, and are known as "incoming test selectors" .
When two incoming teat frames or an incoming test frame and office test
frame are provided in the same office, a separate test selector is re-
quires for each test circuit .

Referring to Fig . 12, trunks to victory (District Bank o) and
to Calumet (District Bank 1+) are the only trunks which terminate on incom-
ing selectors in the same building in which the equipment shown by Fig . 12
is located . The following offices shun on the district multiple of Fig,
1.2 are panel dial office : Victory, Haymarket, Harrison, Randolph,
Central, Franklin, Superior, Monroe, State, Seeley, Wabash, Dearborn,
Calumet & Canal, Incoming test selectors must accordingly be assigned in
a manner to gain access to each sub-group of trunks to all of these
offices . Assuming that only one test frame is used and that the cables
to the VIII' are run from the lowest numbered district frame of each sub-
group, the number of incoming test selectors to be assigned on the dis-
trict frames should be determined . The number of tests required by each
test selector should also be determined .

The following offices assigned to the office multiple are panel
dial offices : Delaware; Andover, Webster & Longbeach. Incoming test
selectors must be assigned on the office frames in a manner to gain
access to trunks to these offices .

After the total number of test selectors and associated tests
required on both the district and office frames is known, the number of
connector switches and directing switches to be equipped on the incoming
test frame should be determined .
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One incoming test frame is generally provided for 1200 outgoing
trunks to panel incoming selectors . The frame has a capacity of 8 con-
necting switches and 8 pairs of directing switches which will accommodate
2L test selectors and 160 tests . This equipment is furnished as required
for each job . Flexibility in the selection of test selectors and their
selection of various trunk groups in the multiple banks is obtained by
cross-connecting at a terminal strip on the frame as in the case of the
office test frame . A locating chart made at the completion of the in-

stallation is used to assist the test man in making tests on particular
incoming selectors .

Outgoing Trunk Test

As the name implies, the outgoing trunk test frame is designed
for making tests on outgoing trunks and is not in any way used in the
completion of subscriber calls . It is used by the plant department of

the telephone company t o make busy and finally clear trouble on trunks
which the maintenance people have reported as inoperative or troublesome .
This frame is also used as a terminating point for various trunks and tie
lines to other frames and desks throughout the office which are used by
the maintenance people .

The frame is single sided and consists of a test bay and one
or more jack bays, The test bay mounts the equipment for a voltmeter
test circuit and the relay equipment for a sender . This sender is used
to control the proper brush and group selection of a selector when seiz-
ing a particular trunk for test . The sequence switches required with this
sender are mounted on the miscellaneous interrupter frame since there is
no motor or drive equipment on the outgoing trunk test frame . The key
and lamp equipment for the various tie lines is also located on this bay .

The jack bay is arranged to mount the test and make busy jacks
associated with each outgoing trunk . The trunks terminate in groups of
100 with 5 strips of "test" and 5 strips of "make busy" jacks in each
group. The groups are mounted two across and ten high giving each jack

bay a capacity of 2000 outgoing trunks . Switchboard cables of 100 cir-
cuits (T, R & S) terminate on the jacks of each group of trunks . The
other end of these cables terminate on the HTDF in the majority of cases
as shown In Fig . 3 . On the HTDF, the T & M78 jack leads (T, R & S) are
terminated on 3 point terminal strips, 20 circuits per strip . A group of
100 jack circuits (0 to 99) thus appears on 5 terminal strips designated
by hundreds 'to agree with the hundred numbering used at the jack bay .
Two wire tie lines (T & R) are connected to the T & R punchings of each
raw on the HTDF and cabled from there to the HMDF in, hundred circuit
cables . At the HMDF, the tie lines are designated in hundreds, TL-0
(0 to 99), TL-1 (0 to 99) etc ., to agree with hundred numbering at the
jack bay and HTDF ; It will thus be seen that a trunk from the district
or office multiple outgoing to some other office, will be connected at
the HTDF to a Test & Make Busy jack and to a 2 W tie line to the MDF .
Since interoffice trunks of this type are 2 wire, the sleeve lead is not
carried beyond the TDF, On Fig . 12, the leads from HTDF to the MDF are
the above mentioned 2 wire tie lines .
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Make busy jacks for permanent signal holding trunks and local
incoming selectors are usually located in the position of a spare group of
test and make busy jacks, Test circuits for use with the trunks are terminated
at jacks in jack mountings located at the side of the jack bay uprights . The
jack mountings also provide for the termination of the test circuit for making
continuity and reversal tests and for test lines from the local test desk . Jacks
for use when making transmission tests may also be added if requested . Patching
cords are used to connect the test circuit to an individual trunk hack .

QUESTIONS

1 . When is it necessary to use office selector frames?

2
.

Whet are the types of office selector circuits and the purpose of
each ?

3 . Hr v many outgoing trunks appear on each office selector frame multiple
bank? What is the trunk capacity of one frame?

4 . How many selectors may be equipped on an office selector frame?

S . Is the office multiple graded? Is it slipped?

6 . On what distributing frame and on which side of this frame does the
office multiple generally terminate? Where are the office selectors
cabled?

7 . What equipment is used to test distant office frame selectors?

$ . How is the office select -r reached for testing? How is the incoming selector
reached for testing?

4 . What is a "test bay" as the term is used in determining the equipment
required on a test frame?

10. What is the controlling factor in determining the number of connecting switches
required on an office or incoming test frame? In determining the number of
directing switches?

11 . What circuits appear on the OGT test frame?

12 . How and by whom is the OGT test frame used?
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INCOMINGSELECTOR TEST FRAME

Terminating)equipment

The panel dial frames covered in lessons 2 to 6,, inclusive,
make up what is known as the originating equipment . 'This designation is

used because of the fact that all of these frames are located in the
office which serves the subscriber originating the call, and, with the
exception of dialing, perform all operations in connection with the
origination of a call and the selection of an outgoing trunk to the
office in which the called subscriber is located,, The selected outgoing
trunk terminates on an incoming trunk or selector in the same, or in a
distant office . The equipment used in completing the selections in the
called office is known as terminating equipment, in panel dial offices,
this comprises the incoming and final frames and, where required, the
"B" switchboard and associated "B" link and "B" sender frames, n a few
cases, Dial Incoming or Terminating Senders are provided, instead of "Br"
e

Incoming Selector -Frees

The incoming selector frame is the first frame of a chain of
frames used exclusively for terminating traffic s The frame is similar
to other panel type selector frames illustrated by Fig,

	

mounting 5
one hundred point multiple banks and equipment for 60 selector circuits,
30 on the front and 30 on the rear, The number of incoming frames to be
furnished for a given office is approximately equal to the . total number
of incoming trunks divided by 6o . . .

The incoming selector circuit is designed to select a trunk to
an idle final selector,, ring the called subscribers bell on completion
of selection, transmit audible ringing tone to the calling subscriber,
furnish talking battery to the called subscriber and transmit line busy
tone to the calling subscriber . in case the called line is busy . Since
the incoming selector circuits originate as outgoing trunks in manual,
toll and panel offices, several types of circuits must be provided,
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Incoming Multiple

very incoming trunk or incoming selector must be able to
establish connection to any one of a possible 10,000 subscribers in a unit
of panel dial equipment . To meet this requirement, each incoming selector
is given access on the multiple banks of the incoming frame to a set of 24
trunks to each group of 500 subscribers or to each final choice s Four
groups of 24 trunks appear on each of the five multiple banks and are
arranged in accordance with Fig, 13, SK

	

It will be noted that the
trunks are numbered from 0 to 23 in each choice and that an overflow
terminal appears above each set of 24 trunks, The 96 trunks and 4 over»

flows thus occupy all the terminals on a 100 point bad, Since more than
24 trunks are usually required to handle the traffic to each group of 500
subscribers, the incoming multiple is sub grouped to double, treble, or
further increase the number of trunk paths available . It will be noted
that the 18 incoming frames shown on Fig . 13 are arranged in three sub-groups
of 6 frames each . The three sub-groups result in three times 24, or a total
of 72 paths from the incoming f raves to each final choice, While the traffic
to each choice would require more than 24 or 4g trunks, only one choice re-'
quires as many as 72 trunks, To enable a minimum number of equipped trunks
to care for all calls to each final, choice while s at the sage tire, providing
sufficient trunks to handle peak loads in the several sub-groups, a plan of
grading the incoming multiple is u s ed, A typical method of grading is shorn
by Fig, 13 SK "B", this being the grading applied to Choice 0 of all three
subgroups . It will be noted that the individual trunks are slipped between
frames in groups of 4, while convertible and common treks are multipled
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straight between frames without slip .

The 12 odd trunks from 1 to 23 of each choice are cabled from
the end frame of each subgroup in a 12 circuit cable t o a , incoming
multiple terminal strip located on the front of the final frame serving
that choice. The 12 even trunks from 0 to 22 of each choice are cabled in
a similar manner to the rear of the final frames, These incoming multipletiple
terminal strips are shown on Fig, 11, Convertible trunks are made indivi-
dual or common as required, and common trunks are multipled between the
three subgroups by wiring at the incoming multiple . terminal, strips, The
method of making this multiple and the connection of the trunks to the
equipped final selectors will be covered in L esson g.

PartrDine Ringing

As mentioned in Lesson l, each subscriber on a party line is
assigned a different number, In a unit serving 14 party lines exclusively,
the 10,000 subscribers would be assigned, four each, to 2500 four party
lines .

On a two party line, the ringer in the subset o one subscriber
is rung over the ring of the line to ground . The ringer f the second
subscriber on the line is rung over the tip of the line to ground . After
the final selector has made connection to the called find. terminal, the
incoming selector connects machine ringing to the ring of the trunk . Ring
ing current is extended to the ring of the called subscriber 's terminal at
the HIDF. In the case of the "Ring" party on the line, ringing is carried
thru the jumper at the IDF or 1v F to the ring of the line . In the case of
the "TIP" party on the line, the T & R ,jumpers are reversed at the IDF or
MDP. This causes the ringing applied to the ring of the final terminal, to
be applied too the tip of the line,

In offices arranged for four party full selective ringing, the
ringers of two of the subscribers on a four party line are rung over the
ring of the line, one ringer being biased to respond only to negative ring .
ing current and the other only to positive ringing current, The ringers
of the other two subscribers on the line are rung ; over the tip of the line
in a similar manner, The reversal between the Tip & Ring of the two pairs
of subscribers on the line is made thru the IDS' or ? F jumpers, The four
party full selective ringing incoming selector used in this type of office
is arranged to apply negative superimposed ringing to the ring of the final
terminals of all even numbered choices from 0 to 18, and thru the operation
of the party ringing relay, apply positive superimposed ringing to the ring
of the final terminals of all odd numbered choices from 1 to 19, The four
subscribers on a party line might be assigned numbers and rung as follows :
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In offices arranged for four party semi-selective ringing, two
parties are rung over the ring of the line, one with a 1 ring code, the
other with a 2 ring code . The two subscribers rung over the tip of the
line are rung in the same manner, This plan does not require the use of
biased ringers . The four party semi selective ringing incoming selector
is arranged to apply the one ring code to the ring of the final terminals
of even numbered choices and the ring code to the ring of the terminals
of odd numbered choices,

Numerical Translation

1n incoming selector has access to all of the 10,000 final
terminals of each unit, each incoming brush, therefore, has access to
one-fifth of the total, or 2,000 terminals, The brushes are numbered from
0 to 4, corresponding to banks 0 to 4. Brush. 0 has access to trunks to
terminals from 0 to 1999, Brush 1 to terminals 2000 to 3999, etc, Since
each final choice has 500 terminals and 2000 terminals are reached through
each incoming brush, each incoming brush has access to 4 groups or final
choices, These four groups per incoming frame bank are designated incom-ing groups 0 to 3.

The sender makes the translation of the thousands and hundreds
digits of the dialed number to determine what counting relays will be used
to control incoming brush, incoming group and final brush selection,
short rule for determining these selections is as follows :

Divide the number dialed by 2000 which will give the incoming
brush selection .

Divide the remainder by 500 which will give the incoming
group selection .

Divide the remainder by 100 which will give the final brush
selection .
Final group (or tens) and units selections are obtained directly from the
tens and units of the dialed number, no translation being necessary .

Example:
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Fictitious Numbers

In offices having less than 20 equipped final choices initially,
the telephone company frequently desires to assign numbers falling in the
unequipped choices . For example : Official lines are nearly always
assigned in the block of 500 numbers from 9500 to 9999, To avoid install
ing initially the final frame that will ultimately serve this choice, the
choice is multipled at the incoming frame banks to an equipped choice,
Number 9500 Would be translated by the sender to require incoming brush
selection U and group selection 3 . Since the incoming selector must be
allowed to make these selections, the spare trunks located at this point
on the incoming frame banks are multipled to an equipped choice at a lower
level on the frame . Equipped final selectors will be connected to these
trunks and the selection may proceed to its temporary termination on some
other set of final terminals,

Final Selector TestFrom

The final selector test frame is a single sided frame designed
to mount the apparatus required to gain access to all terminals on the in .
coming frame multiple banks that terminate as final selectors . It is then
possible to exercise all these selectors in rotation as a matter of
periodic routine, or to reach any one selector, or any group of selectors,
for making individual tests One final selector test frame is usually
furnished for each panel dial unit having 300, or more, final selectors .
In offices having less than 300 final selectors, the final selectors are
tested by a manually operated test wagon .

Access to the final selectors to be tested is obtained through
incoming selectors under the control of the test circuit . These incoming
selectors are known as final test selectors and, when connected to the
test circuit, can be made to select any or all of the terminals on the
multiple banks of the incoming frames on which they are located, reaching,
in this manner, all the final selectors in the office,

The test frame has a capacity of 7 connector switches, (21 Test
Selectors and six directing switches, (120 Tests) . The principle of
control of the test selector by the test circuit is the same as that used
by the office and incoming selector test frames . An additional feature
has been included in the final test circuit which permits a control by the
test circuit of the number of trunks tested in each trunk group, instead
of allowing the selector to test all trunks up to the overflow terminal,
This control is accomplished through a 206 type selector known as a locat-
lug switch which steps in synchronism with the test selector in use, By
means of cross--connections on the terminal strips associated with the arcs
of the directing switches, the number of steps the locating switch is al-
lowed to make on each test can be controlled, men the predetermined
number of steps have been taken by the locating switch (and the test
selector) the test is stopped and the test selector is returned to normal,
This feature thus provides a method by which the test selectors on all but
the last subgroup are permitted to test only the trunks equipped as
individual, The individual trunks of the last sub--group and the commons
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are tested only by the test selector operating on the last sub group,
Repeat testing of the coupons is avoided and considerable reduction is
made in the time required to complete one cycle of tests,

Test selectors are assigned in a manner to reach all sub-groups
of all choices on the incoming multiple, Selector #1 on each incoming
frame is wired for use as a test selector, where panel incoming sele-
tore are assigned as test selectors, they may be used for regular service
when not in use by the test frame, provided they originate as true s on
the district or office frame in the same building . In this case, the test
frame, while using the selector, puts a busy condition on the sleeve
terminals of the trunk at the multiple banks through a connection at the
VTDF. If auy other selector than a local panel incoming selector is
assigned as a test selector, it must be assigned for testing purposes
exclusively.

Cross connection charts showing the wiring necessary to control
the test selectors and locating and particular circuit charts are made up
during the engineering of the job . Complete information is then available
as to the permanent assignment of the incoming multiple trunks to final
selectors .

The incoming multiple arrangement shown by Fig. 13 would require
the assignment of 3 test selectors . To obtain continuity testing of the
multiple between incoming frames, the test selectors should be assigned
on incoming frames 1, 7 and 13 . Since the common trunks are to be tested
from the last subgroup only, (sub-group C), the test selectors on frames
1 and 7 will each require 20 tests, This is due to the fact that only the
individuals are tested in each choice, after which the test selector is
returned to normal and another brush and group selection made before start .
trig test of the individuals of the next higher choice. The test selector
assigned to subgroup C will require only 5 tests since all trunks will be
tested in each bank before the selector is returned to normal for another
brush selection .

The conditions covered by Fig, 13 will s therefore, require 1
connector switch, ( 3 vast Selectors), and 3 directing switches, (45 Tests
Used)
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QUESTIONS

l,, what f rave's are included in the originating equipment?
In the terminating equipment?

2, Give three functions of the incoming selector circuit,

3, What is the trunk capacity of one incoming frame multiple band
How my groups of trunks, (choices) , appear on each bank?

)4, what choices are rung with a l ring code?

5, what choices are rung with plus superimposed ringing?

6. What type of ringing requires the use of superimposed ringing
current?

7 . Give a set of typical numbers of the subscribers on a 4 party
line,

g. What incoming brush, incoming group and final brush selection are
required by the number 7631.?

9, Why are one or more unequipped choices multipled to quipped
choices?
What choice is most frequently multipled in this manner?

10 . What important difference is found in the method of operation of the
final selector test frame as compared to the incoming selector test
frame?
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The final selector frame is one of a chain of panel dial frames
which is used exclusively for terminating traffic, The final selector
c rcuit originates as a tranak on the facoming from multiple bank and,
through a selector rod and multiple brushes, ,say m

	

connection to a max»
imam of 500 subscribers for terminating calls,

The final frame i s similar to the other panel t yp a frames
illustrated by fig, 8, having a capacity of 60 selector circuits, 30 on the
front and 30 on the rear. The frame to is 5 one hundred point multiple
banks to which are connected the 500 subscriber terminals of the associated
choice or choices .

One final choice must be provided for each group of 500 final
terminals corresponding to one choice at the incoming multiple . Depending
upon the calling rate to the various choices, capacities of 30, 40, 60, or
more, final selectors per choice are provided . The 30 & 40 capacity
arrangements z'equire the provision of multiple banks split .30..30 and 4O-2O,
respectively, The capacities of several typical arrangements are shown by
the f ollowinga

The fibl frame multiple bank is divided into ten groups, each
group consisting of ten lines . No overflow terminals are required, as the
final selector does not trunk hunt, but is directed to a definite line in
each group of ten by the sender, An exception to this arrangement occurs
on P groups where from 5 to a maim of 100 lines may be connected as a
PM group, In this case, the final selector is directed to the first line
of the group by the sender and then hunts over the lines of the PBX group
until an idle .fine is found. The final, multiple is cabled from the
nnzltiple banks in 100 circuit cable to the HI where it appears as
subscriber terminals . 'when the number of final, selectors per choice is
such as to require a multiple between the banks of two or m©re frames, this
multiple is also run in 100 circuit cable .

Xn order to test subscriber lines, final selector circuits 1, 2,
59 and 60 are wired for use with the l Local Test Desk through the Local
Test Desk Selector ?tame, These selectors are wired and equipped for
regular service, but are equipped for test desk nesting only when required.
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Selector circuits 1 and 2 are also provided with test jacks to permit them
to be used in testing subscriber lines with the subscriber line test set,

The 24 trunks per sub-group per choice are cabled from the incomes
ing multiple banks in two 12 circuit cables which terminate, one each, on
incoming multiple terminal strips on the front and rear of the final frame
serving the respective choice. Referring to Fig, 13, the connections from
choice 0 on Incoming frames 6, 12 and 1 to finall frame 1, represent, in
each case, the two above 12 circuit cables, In the same manner, two cables
are run from these frames for each of the 19 remaining choices, to the
fronts and rears of the proper final frames from 2 to 21 .

The incoming multiple terminal strips at the final frames are
arranged to provide ter linat ion s for the trunks of from 4 t o 12 subgroups
depending upon the subgrouping required at the incoming frame multiple
banks,

The incoming frax.~es shown on Fig, 13, are arranged in 3 sub-.
groups, choice 0 of each sub-.group being graded in accordance with SIC "3",
The incoming nultiple ter ::iinal strips for the termination of the trunks of
choice 0 on Final frame 1 are shown on Fig, 14, It will be noted that one
incoming multiple terminal strip is provided on both the front and roar of
the frame and that these terminal, strips are arranged for 4 subgroups,
Odd numbered trunks from 1 to 23 of each sub--group are terminated on their
respective portion of the incoming multiple terminal strip on the front of
the frame . Likewise, even numbered trunks from C to 22 are terminated on
an incoming multiple ter urinal strip on the rear of the frame

,assume that 50 final selectors are necessary to care for the
terilinatlng calls to the 500 terminals appearing on the multiple banks of
final frame 1, The 24 trunks of each of incoming subgroups A, B and 0,
make a total of 72 trunks, Since only 50 final selectors are to be
equipped, a certain number of trunks must be :wade coi ron to all subgroups
and additional individual trunks assigned in each subgroup to obtain the
total of 50,

Let X = Number of Trunks common to all sub groups,
Let Y = Number of Individual trunks in each subgroup .

Then the three sets of individual, plus the one set of common
must equal 50 ;

	

or

	

3Y 4 X = 50.

Also, in any one subgroup, the sun of the individua]. and
common must equal. 24:

	

or

	

Y + X = 2)4

Subtracting the second equation from the firsts

3Y + X = 50
Y+X=24

2y

	

=2

	

Y=13

Substituting to obtain x:
13 + X = 24

X = 1a.
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The number of individual equipped trunks per sub--group may also
be obtained as follows :

The incoming multiple (S B, Fig, 13) is cabled to provide' 4
individual, 12 convertible, and common trunks, Table A, Fig, 14, in-
dicates that 13 trunks equippe d as individual are made up of 4 trunks
cabled as individual and 9 trunks cabled as convertible. The 11 trunks
equipped as common are made up of 8 trunks cabled as common and 3 trunks
cabled as convertible In each sub .group the trunks are numbered from 0
to 23 . Even trunks, 0 to 22., are cabled to the rear of the final frames
and odd trunks, 1 to 23, are cabled. to the front of the frames .

It is the present standard practice to connect odd numbered
trunks to odd numbered selectors and even numbered trunks to even numbered
selectors . In each case the highest numbered trunks are connected to the
lowest numbered selectorst Since Other methods have been used in the past,
it is the practice, on additions, to continue the method in use on the
original portion of the ,fob,

The 11 cow trunks are made up of 6 odd trunks numbering down,
23, 21, 19, 17, 15 & 13, and 5 even trunks numbering down, 22, 20, 1S, 16
& 14, The 13 individual trunks are made up of 6 odd trunks numbering down
from 11 to ., and 7 even trunks numbering down from 10 to 0 . The trunks
are connected to the selectors to be equipped by a short length of switch
board cable between the incoming multiple terminal strips and the final
selector terminal strips, This cable is formed and connected as may be re-
quired. to rieet the various ,fob conditions, The trunks to be equipped as
corinon are connected from the first subgroup to the final selector terminal
strip, In this case odd trunks 23 to 13 are connected to odd finall
selectors 1 to 11, and even trunks 22 to 14 are connected to even selectors
2 to 10. The common trunks are then x uJ.tipled from the first to succeeding
subgroups with a reversal between sub-groups by rieans of loop wires run
thru the fanning strip of the incoming multiple terminal1 strip ; When a #14
Local Test Desk is used, the trunks used, as test,, in this case 23 & 22
( selectors 1 & 2), are not reversed between sub-groups, but are run straight
in order to keep them at . the top of the coca aon group . The association of
cor on trunks 13 to 23 with the final selectors and the details of multiple
and reversal, between subgroups is shown by the Table of Trunk Multiple
Incoming Multiple Terminal ,Strips, Trwiks which are equipped as common,
but cabled on the incoming multiple as convertible, are multipled aid re-
versed between subgroups independent of the cox ons but in a similar manner,
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The multiple of convertible trunks 13, 124W, de 15 is shown by the tx nk
multiple table .

The. trunks equipped as individual are connected from each sub
group to the final selector terminal strips and thence to the selectors,
Individual trunks odd, 11 to 1 and even, 12 to 0 for each subgroup are
connected to a set of final selectors which are available only to the ire
coming selectors of one sub.-group . The assignment of individual trunks of
the three subgroups to final selectors is also shown by the trunk
mcu].tiple table,

Final brush selection is determined by the sender as a part of
the translation of the thousands and hundreds digits of the called number .
After the final selector has made brush selection, the tens digit of the
called number determines the sender counting relay to be used in selecting
the proper group of ten lines . In making units se].©ction, that is, core •
nection to the called line, a slow speed up-.drive is brought into use due
to the fact that the revertive pulse method of control b~ the sender would
not be fast enough to prevent overstepping of the finall selector, if
operated at the normal upu»drive speed .
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Local Test Desk Test Selector game

One Local Test Desk Test Selector frame is furnished with each
panel dial, unit that is tested from a #14 Local Test Desk, The test desk
may be located in the sane building, or in some distant building . The
frame is a single sided frame arranged to mount the sequence switch and
relay equipment of test desk test selector circuits . Provision is made
for 6 first selector circuits and 15 second selector circuits which to»
gether function in a manner similar to an incoming selector circuit,

he first selectors are connected to test jacks at the locall
test desk, The testman at the desk plugs a test cord into a test jack
circuit and obtains a connection through the selecting equipment to any
subscriber line in that unit, after which, tests on that line may be made
as required . There are two methods in use for setting up the connection
to the line to be tested.

In the fl. rst method, the test jack at the desk and the first
selector circuits appear on the banks of a Call Distributing "3" Link
'tone, The plugging of a test cord into the test jack causes a "B n link
circuit to connect to the test selector and complete the connection
through to a Call Distributing "B" operator and a "B" Sender, The number
of the line to be tested is passed from the testran to the

	

operator
who sets up the nuanber on the position key set, This sect :ing is then
transferred to, and recorded in, the "B" sender which dirE~ats the select
ing equipment to. the called line,

In the second method, which is used in offices having no "B"
board equipment, the local test desk is equipped with dials . The testmen
plug the test cords into the test jacks, operate~a key to connect the dial
to the test cord, and dial the number of the line to be tested . The pulses
from the test desk dials are received and recorded by a Terminating sender
which then controls the selecting equipment in the same manner as a
sender,

The 6 first selectors are all connected through sequence s~ritches
to .5 second selectors arranged in 5 groups of 3. On the first selector
sequence switch positions 1, 4, 7, 10, and 13 correspond to incoming brush
selections 0, ., 2, 3, and 4, respectively, The switch, in revolving into
these positions, sends buck to the sender ground pulses, in the same rtianner
as a regurar incoming selector in making brash selection . Assume the called
number to be 3620, This rlumber would be located ii_ f inal c joice 7, which
originates on incoming bank 1 . The first selector switch would, therefore,
revolve to position 4, (Brush l), in which position it would be connected to
the first of the 3 second selectors serving that group of 2000 lines,
Should this second selector be busy, the switch would revolve undo ; its own
controll to position 5 or 6 . If the second selectors connected to both of
these positions were busy, a busy tone would be sent back to the test 3esk,

&ssume the selector connected to switch position 5 to be idle .
This would be the second selector in the second of the five groups . These
three second selectors have access to a maxi

	

of 4 final selectors in
each of choices 4, 5, 6, and 7, Positions 1, 5, 9, and 13 of this switch



Regular incoming selectors coup., of course, be used to obtain
access to any final terminal nu ber for test purposes, but, in that case,
the first idle final selector would be broug+zt into the connection . Since
only certain final selectors, (i, 2, 59 & 6o) , are arranged for this
special testing, the local test desk test selector circuits provide the
rueans of: selecting these circuits and excluding all regular final
selectors,

tsIoNa

1, ifow many final sel,eetor frames would be required to serve 6 choices,
each of which is arranged for a capacity of ~+0 selectors

2,

	

y are overflow terminals not required on final frame banks?
3,

	

y are incoming r ut. tip? e t erminel strip s form shed at the final frames?
4, On which side of the final frame do the even nuz tiered trimss terminate?
5, Aeswne ] pub-groups of incoming frames and 5]+ final selectors required

per choicer
How my individual selectors per sub..group~
How many selectors cordon to the 4 sub.•groups?

6, Give the reason for slow speed u drive of the final selector in raking
units selection,

.1. When is the ,oca]. Test Desk Test Selector franc provided?
Bow many frames are provided for each panel unit?

8, State the reason fox not using regular incoming selectors in connection
with testing from the #l Local Test Desk,
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correspond to incoming group 0, l, 2, & 3, respectively, Since the called
nursber, is located in choice 7, incoming group selection 3 u.st be made,
The second selector switch is directed by the sender to switch position 13,
at which time, it is connected to the first test final selector on the
final fraue serving choice 7 . If this final selector is busy, the switch
steps under its own control to the next position . The selected final
selector is then directed by the sender in the reader manner to make
brush, tens, and units selection and connect to terminal 362x,

Second selectors have access to final selectors serving the
various choices as follows :
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CALL DISTRIBUTING'17 " SWITCHBOARD
"B' SENDER FRAMES AND "B" LINK FRAMES

In some of the smaller cities partially converted to Panel Dial
operation, the toll office and the remaining manual offices have been modified
by the addition of key indicator equipment through which calls are completed
to the panel offices . In the large cities, the provision of key indicator equip-
ment in a large number of manual offices would be very expensive . Instead, it
has been found more economical to furnish "B" switchboards and associated
equipment in each panel office . For Ground-cutoff offices, the cordless "B"
board type of equipment has been furnished, and in a few cases later modified
for position distributing . Call distributing "B" equipment is provided in
connection with all Battery-Cutoff offices requiring "B" boards .

Call distributing "B" equipment may be of the Local type serving
only one or more panel dial unite in the same building, or of the Central type
serving panel dial units of several buildings . Only the Local "B" board type
of equipment will be described herein .

The distant msxiual, toll, or tandem operator selects a straight-
forward trunk to the called panel dial office and inserts the plug of a cord
pair into the trunk jack . The trunk terminates in the panel office on an
incoming selector which has a multiple appearance on the trunk finder bank of
a call distributing "B" link frame . The "B" link is a three way link, its
function being to hunt for and connect together the selected trunk (or selector),
an idle "B r ' sender, and an idle "B" board position . The insertion of the
calling operators plug in the trunk Jack cause$ the "B" link to perform these
functions . After the "B" position is connected to the trunk, order tone is
sent to the originating operator and the called number is passed to the "B"
operator . When an 1e "B" sender is associated with the trunk and position,
a lamp indication is given the "B" operator who then registers the called
number on the position key set . This number is registered and recorded by the
"B" sender, after which the "B" position is immediately released and available
to receive another call . The "B" sender translates the called number to
determine incoming brush, incoming group and final brush selections and control3
the incoming and final selectors in f inding the called subscriber ~s line .
After final selections have been completed, the link is disconnected, having
been in the connection only for a period of about 1 .1 seconds . A schematic of
the call distributing "B" link, position and sender connection is shown by
Fig . 15 .

"B" Switchboard

The section for the call distributing "B" switchboard consists of a
two position shop wired switchboard framework supported on legs . Each section
is equipped with slanting, key shelves for each position and is arranged to
mount position and supervisor operating equipment, which for transmission
reasons, cannot be located on the relay rack . Additional position and super-
visor equipment is located on units on the relay rack .

A cable turning section is furnished at the originating end of
each line-up of "B" board .

	

"Calls waiting"

	

p pe with associated keys and
relays and the night alarm equipment are located in the cable turning section .
The capacity of this equipment is such that a maximum of ~+o "B" positions can
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be placed in a single lineup .

Since a call distributing "B" operator is able to handle approximate-
ly 800 calls per hour, the number of positions required will be determined by
dividing the busy hour "B" load by 800 . The removal of the operators telephone
set automatically makes the position test busy to the link circuits and, there-
fore, the light load and night traffic can be concentrated on a minimum num-
ber of occupied positions .

"B" Link Frames

The call distributing "B" link frame, (Fig . i6) is a double sided
frame consisting of a center bay for mounting the trunk finder banks, the
"B" sender banks, the friction roll drive, clutches, commutators, brush rods,
etc ., and two end bays, (1 front and 1 rear), on which are mounted the link
circuit relays, sequence switches, etc ., and the position selector switches .
The link circuit is made up of three parts : .. (1) a trunk finder, (long ele-
vator rod), a 4 conductor circuit arranged to hunt over 120 trunks on two
60 point 1+ conductor panel banks ; (2) a sender selector, (short elevator rod),
a six conductor panel selector arranged to hunt over two 100 point 3 conductor
banks ; (3) a position selector, (206 type selector), arranged to hunt over one
20 point rotary bank. The link circuit can thus establish connections between
any one of 120 trunks, loo senders and 20 "B" positions .

Two independent groups of l4 links each may be mounted on the frame,
being divided evenly between the front and the rear of the frame . Each grotip
is further sub-divided into subgroups A & B consisting of 7 links . 0f the 7
links of a group on the front of the frame, 4 are in the A sub-group and 3 in
the B . On the rear, 3 are in the A sub-group and ]4 in the B . The details of
this. arrangement are shown by the selector designation bar numbering of Fig . 16 .
Link circuits are equipped as required by traffic conditions, the lower
numborcd links on each side of the frame for each sub-group being equipped
first .

There are two control trip and start circuits per frame, (1 per
link group), and each of these contains separate relay and trip magnet equip
ment for the A & B sub-groups, When all link circuits of a sub-group are
busy, a chain circuit through the busy links extends the calls that would
normally be served by that sub-group to the other sub-group of the same link
group . Provision is also made in the control equipment to transfer service
from all the links on one side of a frame to those on the other side in case
of dr ive motor stoppage .

Due t o the different terminal arrangements on the trunk and sender
banks, and, because in general the sender selector has a short up-travel to
find an idle sender, a two speed up-drive is used on the "B" link frame . The
trunk finder selector moves upward at the rate of 0 terminals per second and
the sender selector at a rate of 30 terminals per second .

Sender Multiple Banks

The two 100 point sender banks are mounted directly above the
friction roll drive, the two banks in parallel providing the necessary 6
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Conductors to each sender . The arrangement of the senders on the sender banks
and the multiple between link frames is identical with that described for the
subscriber panel link frame on pages 3 & 4 of Lesson 4 .

To provide a means of connecting the "B" sender test circuit to each
"B" sender, a test sender selector is . equipped in the middle sender selector
p oe it i on on the front or rear of one link frame for each sender group .

Trunk Finder Multiple Banks

Both trunk finder multiple banks are split in the middle, the left
half of each bank providing terminals for 60 trunks, or a total of 120 trunks
for G-1 . The right halves of the two banks likewise provide a capacity of 1~0
trunks for G-2 . In order to reduce trunk finder hunting time, each half of
both banks is further sub-divided into A and B portions with a complete rever-
sal of the trunks between the two portions . The space required for these trans~
positions resulted in the placing of the sender selector rods of a group in the
center with trunk finder rods on each side of them . Trip magnets are provided
to trip the proper trunk finder brush .

The call distributing "B" incoming selector circuits are cabled from
the incoming frames direct],y to the trunk finder banks . The odd numbered
selectors of an incoming frame are cabled to the lower set of 30 terminals of
each bank and the even numbered circuits to the upper 30 set of terminals . Due
to the reversal between portions of the bank, this gives the odd numbered in-
coming selectors first choice to the "A" sub •gr.oup of links and the even
numbered incoming selectors first choice to the "B" sub-group of links .

Incoming frames are assigned to the various sub-groups of links in
accordance with traffic requirements of the various groups of selectors . The
arrangement desired will usual'y be specified by the telephone company .

When a #14 Loca], Test Desk Selector frame is to be served by the"B"
equipment, the first selector circuits of that frame are assigned to terminals
on the trunk f inder banks that are not assigned to incoming selectors .

"B" Position Selector Banks

Associated with each of the 14 link circuits on both the front and
rear of the frame is a 206 type rotary selector operating over 20 sets of
terminals on a 26 type bank . The 14 banks on each side of the frame are
multipled together, without slip, by local cable . The 14 banks on the front of
the frame are then multipled in a 20 circuit cable to the banks on the rear of
the frame . This multiple is extended to all other link frames in switchboard
cable with a Latin square slip between frames .

When more than 20 "B" positions are equipped a system of grading is
used with the positions at the head end of the '!B" lineup common to all link
frames, the higher numbered positions being assigned as individuals .
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"B" Sender frame

The call distributing ''B" sender frame is a single sided frame
arranged to mount five "B" sender units . Each sender unit accommodates equip-
ment for 2 senders, the equipment for one sender being placed above that for
the other . Both circuits are enclosed in a dust proof metal casing covering
both wiring and equipment . The senders are designated from A to K, bottom up,
on each sender frame .

The "B" sender receives and records only the thousands, hundreds, tens,
and units digits of the called subscribers number, hence requires no connection
to a decoder . Translation of the TH & H digits of the called number is made by
the "B•" sender in the same manner as by a subscriber sender . Counting relays
are also employed by the "B" sender to controll the incoming and final selectors
by the revertive pulse method .
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~UESTZONS

1 . What are the 2 moot important methods of routing calls from manual or
toll offices to panel dial offices?

2 . Describe the progress of a call from a manual "A" operator through
Call Distributing equipment in a panel office .

3 . WIat determines the number of "B" positions required?

. Name the 3 parts of a Call Distributing "B" Link circuit .

5 . Bow many incoming selectors may be connected to one 'TB" link ,frame?

6 . Give the capacity of link subgroups per link frame and the maximum
number of links that may be equipped in each .

7 . Describe the sender multiple arrangement used between the sender banks
of several "B" link frames .

8 . On what link frames do the cables from the '"B" sender frames terminate?

9 . Why is 20 the maximum number of 'B" positions that may be assigned to a
sot of link frames without grading the "B" position multiple?

10 . What is the sender capacity of a "B" Sender unit?
Of a "B" Sender frame?
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SPEOIAL "A" SWITCHBOARD

While the majority of calls originated by subscribers in a panel
dial office will be completed iiarnediately by the mechanical equipment in
accordance with the number dialed, certain types of calls wiU, for various
reasons, require the assistance of an operator . Accordingly, one or more
sections of Special "A" Switchboard are provided and arranged to furnish
several types of assistance to calling subscribers or to operators in other
offices .

Three types of Special "A" board have been provided for the panel
dial offices now in service . The first, or "Semi-Mechanical", - was furnished
on only a few of the earlier offices in the larger cities . The cost of the
mechanical equipment required with this type proved to be greater than the
operating savings would justify and, accordingly, the second, or "Dialing",
type was furnished on all subsequent Jobs until the development of the pre-
sent standard "Key Pulsing" type . On this type, the 10 button key set,
which. replaces the dial of the dialing type, permits much faster registra-
tion of the digits set up by the operator and thus enables each operator to
handle more traffic

The special "A" board is similar in appearance to the manual "A"
board, being a three position, 8 panel, high type section . The upper por-
tion of the new section is furnished in one unit for the entire 8 panels
of the section, but the lower portion is furnished as three separate single
position units Each position is equipped with one or more of several types
of cord circuits, depending on the type of traffic served by the position .

Calls incoming to the "A operators terminate on answering jacks
located directly above the piling, rail of the section and distributed over
the panels before the several types of positions . Incoming calls are
answered by the operators plugging the answering cord of a pair into the
jack associated with the lighted line lamp . After the talking key of the
cord is thrown, the operator is able to talk to the subscriber . If the
call is to be completed, the calling cord of the pair in use is plugged
into the proper outgoing trunk jack . These jacks are located irmnediately
above the answering jacks in stripe of 20 and are usually multipled through
all panels of the board on a six panel basis .

To facilitate the handling of the various types of assistance
calls, traffic is segregated into classes with each class routed to posi-
tions arranged to serve, or complete, that class of calf. The types of
positions and the classes of traffic served by each are as follows:

Sender Monitor Positions

Calls on sender supervisory trunks
Calls on coin controll supervisory trunks
Calls on permanent signal holding trunks
Calls to and from lines in trouble
Calls received over the incoming call circuit from test desk
Calls for repair service when this service is transferred

to the "A" board for night service .
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The principal, function of the sender monitor operator is to care
for stuck sender conditions indicated by the lamps of the sender super-
visory circuits . The sender supervisory circuit consists of a talking and
a priming jack and a green lamp on non-coin senders, and the same equipment
with the addition of a red coin lamp on coin senders . In case a sender is
selected and no dialing is done, or where dialing is incomplete and a delay
occurs, or where dialing is complete, but for some reason, the sender is
not released from the connection within the delay period, a flashing signal
appears on the green :lamp . In these cases, the operator plugs into the
talks jack with the plug of a cord circuit and challenges on the line .
If a reply is received, the subscriber will be instructed to hang up and
re-dial the call . If no reply is received, it is essential that the sender
be released and restored to regular service as soon as possible . The
operator will, therefore, remove the plug from the talking jack and plug
into the priming jack . This operation of priming the sender causes the
sender to route the district selector associated with the calling line to a
permanent signal trunk, after which the sender is released and restored to
regular service .

The coin sender acts similarly except that the red lamp will in-
dicate any irregularity in collecting or refunding the coin . In that
event, the operator plugs into the talking jack and offers assistance to
the subscriber .

In link type senders, in case of no dialing, the sender, after
the delay period, automatically routes the district to permanent signal
andd releases itself from the call .

The permanent signal lines on the district multiple are cross-
connected at the T .D.F, to the permanent signall holding line circuits in
the sender monitor position . When the district selector reaches a perman-
ent signal holding line, the lamp will flash in the "A" Board . The sender
monitor operator plugs into the associated jack and challenges the sub-
scriber in a manner similar to that described above . If no repay is re-
ceived, the operator may apply the hurler, before reporting the trouble to
tho test desk. It should be noted that only a line finder and district
selector are being held up as the sender was released shortly after the
trouble was discovered .

When a line has been found to be in trouble, a "shoe" is placed
on the line at the Vtv F . This "shoe" separates the originating equipment
for the line from the terminating equipment and by means of a plugging-up
line jack box, the two sides of the equipment are terminated at the sender
monitor position as trouble observation and test trunks and trouble inter-
ceptin~; trunks respectively . If the subscriber whose line is in trouble
attom is to make a call, a signal will come in on the observation and test
trunk . The operator willL challenge with the idea of determining if the
trouble was caused by the receiver being off of the hook . In any case, the
subscriber will be instructed to call later . In the meantime, the mainten-
ance man will have an opportunity to restore the line to normal operation .

During the trouble period, sI ould someone call the line in trouble,
a signal will come in on the trouble intercepting trunk . The operator will
advise the calling party that the line is out of order .
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Intercepting Positions

Calls to unassigned final terminals
Calls to changed and discontinued numbers
Calls to numbers denied service for nonpayment of bills
Calls to numbers in unequipped final choices
Requests for verification of busy and don tt answer reports
Requests for collection of coins on toll switching trunks received

over the cal]. circuit from the toll board

The principal function of the intercepting operator is to inter-
cept calls incorrectly dialed or destined for points where telephone ser-
vice is no longer furnished . It is the duty of this operator to inform the
calling subscriber that a mistake has been made and furnish instructions as
to the proper method of procedure . The intercepting operator will at times
couplete certain calls when the "A" board is arranged to furnish that type
of service .

§.p!cial Service Positions

Calls over "Dial 0't or special, service trunks
Calls to outgoing "AB" toll points
Calls to toll board if handled by the "A" operator
Calls from desks and supervisors
Calls originated by lines handled on a manual basis, such as rural

lines, multi-slot coin lines, lines not equipped with dials, etc .

The special, service operators will be principally engaged in com-
pleting calls from subscribers to toll or A-B tolll points . Subscribers
desiring to make an extra charge call or desiring help in dialing will dial
the digit zero . The decoder translates this code and causes the sender to
route the district or office selector to a group of "dial 0" or "special
service" trunks . These trunks terminate on the TDF the same as any other
district or office multiple true and are there cross connected to the
special service trunks in the "A" board. The At operator answers the call
with an answering cord and terminates it with a calling cord . If the call
is completed by the key pulsing method, the calling plug is inserted in a
key-pulsing district outgoing trunk jack and the number is set up on the
position key set . If the call is to a suburb which does not have panel
equipment, the suburban office is reached via one of the regular O .G .T . 's .

Some telephone companies equip their "A" boards with checking
multiple . This is a multiple similar in character to the subscriber's
multiple in a manual "B" board, except that the line terminates at the
special "A t ' board only as a small brass point connected to the sleeve of
the line . The space consumed is very small, since 200 are placed in one
inch of panel space . On answering an extra charge call,, .. the operator re-
quests the calling party's number for ticket purposes . The correctness of
the number may be determined by placing the tip of the calling cord on the
brass point corresponding to the number. If the number is correct, the
operator will receive a distinctive tone . (If checking multiple is not
provided, the operator may set up a call to the calling subscriber's number
to determine if the line is busy .)
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QUESTIONS

1, Why are "A" operators required in panel dial offices?

2 . Name the 3 types of "A" boards now in service .

3 . Describe briefly the answering and completing of a "Dial 0" call .

4 . Name the 3 types of "A" p os itions ,

5 . What is the purpose of the checking multiple?
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TRUNKING TO TRAFFIC AND MAII NANCE DESKS

In addition to the assistance rendered to panel dial subscribers
by the "A" operators, other desks, or bureaus, in the same or a distant
building, provide further specialized services . The toll office and the
traffic desks and bureaus furnish services in connection with regular sub-
scribers traffic and are consequently operated by the telephone company
Traffic Department, Other desks or bureaus that handle repair or mainten-
ance activities are operated by . the telephone company Plant Department .

Calls are routed to Traffic and Maintenance desks and bureau
over special groups of trunks on the district or office frame multiple
banks as follows

Calls to Toll, Offices and Traffic Bureaus

Toll Offices

To place a toll call, panel dial subscribers usually dial the
code 211 . The registration of this code causes the operation of a route
relay in the decoder, the eame as for a regular office code . The operation
of this route relay results in routing information being sent back to the
sender for use in controlling the district and office selectors in select-
ink; the proper group of trunks to the toll office .

Referring to Fig . 12, it will be noted that there are two
separate groups of trunks to Long Distance Recording . The group of trunk
on district bank 4 layers 7, $ and 9 is used by non-coin subscribers . The
r oup of trunks on Office Zone 3, Bank 1, layers 7, 8 & 9 is used by coin
subs cribers . Separate groups of trunks are used for the two classes of
subscribers in order that the toll, operators may know the class of subscrib-
er making the call .

While both classes of subscribers dial code 211, the links serving
non-coin line finder district groups furnish class of service indications
to the senders over the FT or FR Leads that differ from those furnished by
links serving coin groups . This difference in class of service indications
will result in the operation of different service relays in the decoder .
The operated service relays alter the information transmitted to the sender
from the route relays and thus result in separate routings for the two
classes of subscribers .

This principle may be used up to a maximum of 1 separate classes
of service in one sender group, and is frequently applied to special service
or "Dial 0" routings . Far example, Fig, 12 shows 3 separate routes to
special service for 3 classes of subscribers, namely :

Non-Coin

	

District Bank 0, Layer 0 & 1
Co3,n-Multi-Slot

	

Office Zone 1, Bank 0, Layer 7
Coin-Single Slot

	

Office Zone 3, Bank 0, Layer 2 & 3
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Time Announcement Bureaus

Subscribers desiring to know the time of day dial a code listed
in their local telephone directory . Trunks to the Time Announcement
Bureau are usually located on, the district or off ice multiple and are con-
nected to by the district or office selector handling the call under con-
trol of the sender . The trunks are extended from the multiple through the
TDF and MDF to announcement bureau . , At certain intervals, usually every
15 seconds, time announcements are sent out over all trunks . These announce-
ments will, of course, be heard simultaneously by all subscribers connected
t o announcement trunks .

In Chicago, time of day service is obtained by dialing
CAThedral-8000, and consequently the routing of the call is somewhat dif-
ferent than the standard method described above .

Inf ormat ion Bureaus

Connection to a trunk to the central information bureau is
usually obtained by dialing code ill . Trunks to "Information" are shown
on Fig. 12, Office Zone 1, Bank 3, layers 5 & 6, Dialing code 111 will
result in selections as follows :

The selection by the office selector of an idle trunk in this group of 20
trunks connects the calling subscriber to a trunk at the centralized in-
formation desk where an operator will answer the call and furnish the in-
formation requested by the subscriber .

Calls to Maintenance Desks

Repair Service

To report trouble conditions, subscribers are instructed to dial
code 611 . The registration of this code results in the selectionn of a
group of trunks on the district or office multiple . These trunks terminate
as key ended talking lines on either a local or central repair service
desk. At the repair desk, card records are kept for every subscriber in
every central office unit served by that desk or bureau . An incoming call
on any of the key ended trunks will be indicated by a buzzer or sounder
and a flashing lamp associated with the calling trunk . The operator answers
the call by throwing the trunk key to the talking position and saying
"Ro pair Service" . The subscribers complaint is recorded on a trouble
ticket which, together with the record card, is referred to a test man at
the test desk for action in clearing the trouble condition on the line .

The relay equipment associated with each code 611 trunk to the
repair desk is arranged to cancel the charge on message rate lines, or re-
turn the coin on coin lines, as the subscriber should obviously not b e
charged for a call of this type .
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Code 611, trunks are s1iown on Fig . 12, Office Zone 1, Bank 0, layer 9 .

Test Desks

on Fig. 12, Office Zone 2, Bank 4, layer 9, is shown a group of
code 511 trunks . These trunks are used by the repair men to obtain connec-
tion from the subscriber is premises to a trunk at the test desk . Over this
connection, the repair man may confer with the man at the test desk, and
by moans of the test cords, the test man may make numerous tests on the
line .

It is possible for the repair man . at the subscriber's premises
to make tests of the subscriber's station dial and ringer without the
assistance of the test man . To do this, the repair man dials a code such
as 711 which will cause the selectors serving the line under test to con-
no ct t o a set of trunks (in this case Office Zone 2, Bank 0, layer 9) c on-
nccted to ringer test lines, these in turn having access to one or more 51
type automatic dial testers .

Codes such as 511, 711, 388, 389 and 189 are not listed in the
directory for use by subscribers but are known only to the repair and
maintenance forces and are used exclusively by them.

Lines from Final Multiple

Nearly all Traffic or maintenance desks located in the same
building with a panel office have one or more lines from the final
multiple . Each line is assigned a final terminal number and may be
reached by dialing that number . While any subscriber could dial these
numbers and reach the desk on which the lines terminate, the assigned
numbers are usually in the 9900 series and are known only to the telephone
company employees . When the line is connected only to the final multiple,
incoming one way service only can be given . Since these lines will
usually be required to furnish two way service, each line is connected to
a line finder bank terminal as well as a final bank terminal . Calls may
then be originated over the lines by dialing the called code or number in
the same manner as a subscriber .
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